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Abstract
The equations of piezoelectricity are sufficiently complex to limit closed form solution for
all but the simplest cases. This is unfortunate, since the piezoelectric effect plays an important role in the fields of crystal physics and electromechanical transducer technology.
Even though numerical and computational analysis has provided significant advances in
the field, the successful study of piezoelectric transducers is affected greatly by accurate
material parameters, optimal device design/geometry and reliable modeling of wave propagation phenomena.
This thesis is concerned with the latter, as it proposed and assessed a finite element formulation with mixed polynomial/trigonometric interpolation functions for wave motion analysis in linear piezoelectric media. This mixed formulation promises a reduction in computation time due to a decrease in the number of required elements. A code written in
FORTRAN is used as the main simulation tool, and the transient study utilized an explicit
time integration. Displacement and velocity field responses were obtained for three distinct
case studies, each subjected to different boundary conditions and loads.
The numerical accuracy and efficiency of the method were established as a function of the
number of elements per wavelength in the model, as well as the degree of enrichment in
the shape functions. These were compared to conventional FEA shape functions built in
the FORTRAN code and using a calibrated solution modeled in Comsol Multiphysics TM
as the reference value.
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The hybrid formulation produced encouraging results, with good improvements in simulation times for 2-D analysis, while maintaining the accuracy of the solution and showing
potential for significant savings in model size and memory requirements. The computational cost change in the 1-D analysis was minor in comparison.
Lastly, the computational time savings obtained with the hybrid interpolation functions
could be more significant if applied to 3-D models. These are commonly used in applications involving structures with built in piezoelectric transducers for structural health monitoring, as well as composite materials in medical imaging, among others. However, further
refinement of the FE code, numerical integration techniques and addition of new element
types are still necessary before tackling these challenges.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Problem Description
Piezoelectricity is a fundamental process of electromechanical interaction, an established
branch of crystal physics and the foundation of many fields of science and engineering.
Piezoelectric materials are used as actuators and sensors in a variety of applications across
multiple industries, such as fuel injection systems, load cells, accelerometers and gyroscopes. Various micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) use resonators and filters,
which are based on the propagation of acoustic waves in piezoelectric materials. Further
examples include hearing aids in the medical industry, acoustic logging tools in the oil and
gas industry, SONAR in underwater applications and energy harvesters.
In the past, electroacoustic transducer design relied almost exclusively on 1-D analytical
models and experimental validation. In modern practice, the mechanical and electrical behavior of piezoelectric devices is aided by computer simulation, with researchers being
able to gain deeper insight into wave motion, evaluate new crystalline materials, study new
types of devices and optimize their designs [23].
An essential computational tool in engineering analysis today is the finite element method
(FEM), a technique which decomposes complex problems into a set of small subdomains,
establishes a set of equations governing a mathematical model, and then uses numerical
methods to solve those equations. Its efficiency, robustness and reliability have led it to
find wide appeal in industrial and scientific practice [7].
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When dealing with vibration of piezoelectric materials, the ability to accurately model
wave propagation phenomena is of significant importance. Their anisotropic nature requires attention due to the relationship between object geometry and material symmetry,
the difference in phase velocities for each direction of propagation, the interaction of electromagnetic and elastic modes, amongst others. Another major issue is that, for polynomial
shape function formulations used in standard FEM, 15-20 elements per wavelength must
be used to achieve a reasonably accurate solution [1]. The numerical effort associated with
this discretization requirement can become expensive, and in some cases even prohibitive.
This discretization issue has been tackled previously through higher-order/modified interpolation functions [7]. This technique, in essence, is based on embedding the ‘character’
of the solution in the model through enrichment of traditional FEM functions, so that the
behavior of the field variables can be more accurately represented. In the case of wave
motion in solids, interpolation models that combine low-order polynomials with harmonic
functions, hereafter referred to as hybrid FEM, have been shown to significantly decrease
the overall model size while still providing reliable results [21].
The aim of this study is to extend the hybrid FEM approach to piezoelectric materials,
which involve coupling between mechanical and electrical fields. The problem is solved
only in the piezoelectric substrate, with no interaction to any solid structure or fluid medium, which are frequently present in transducer modelling. It is believed that by adapting
element shape functions with trigonometric terms, one can significantly reduce the number
of domain elements required, thereby decreasing the overall computation time.
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1.2 Research Objectives
The main objective of this work is to study the applicability of a hybrid FEM formulation
for wave propagation in a piezoelectric material using explicit time integration. To successfully achieve this, a number of sub-objectives must be met:
◦

Apply polynomial/trigonometric element shape functions to piezoelectric vibration
by including the electromechanical coupling.

◦

Develop a finite element code in FORTRAN to handle the numerical computations
using a fully explicit time-integration scheme.

◦

Study the performance of the hybrid formulation on 3 different wave motion problems involving a piezoelectric substrate.

◦

Validate the new formulation by comparing results to the standard FEM and simulations from Comsol MultiphysicsTM.
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2. Fundamental Theory
2.1 Wave Propagation in Solids
When a stress or strain disturbance is applied in a medium, it is soon transmitted to its other
parts. This phenomenon constitutes the basis of ‘wave propagation’ [13], and it manifests
through different types of media. This section focuses exclusively on the propagation of
waves in solid media.

2.1.1 Stress and Strain
For deformable bodies, externally applied forces produce internal effects in its structure,
namely local forces called ‘stresses’ and local deformations called ‘strains’. One is not the
cause of the other, but the two are rather coupled (the presence of either implies that the
other is also present) [31].
An acoustic wave is essentially a time-varying mechanical deformation propagating
through a material, which is accompanied by a corresponding stress wave. Stress is a material’s response to loading, and in general has components that are either normal or shear
to any reference orientation of interest. In a three-dimensional case, the stress state at any
point can have six independent components (three normal and three shear).
Strain, on the other hand, is the quantification of a material’s deformation and has equivalent components to stress. Under a small strain assumption, the relationship between stress
and strain for a linearly elastic material is given by Hooke’s law [13]. In 3-D vector form:
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𝑇𝑥𝑥
𝐶11
𝑇𝑦𝑦
𝐶21
𝑇𝑧𝑧
𝐶31
𝑇𝑥𝑦 = 𝐶41
𝐶51
𝑇𝑥𝑧
[ 𝑇𝑦𝑧 ] [𝐶61

𝐶12
𝐶22
𝐶32
𝐶42
𝐶52
𝐶62

𝐶13
𝐶23
𝐶33
𝐶43
𝐶53
𝐶63

𝐶14
𝐶24
𝐶34
𝐶44
𝐶54
𝐶64

𝐶15
𝐶25
𝐶35
𝐶45
𝐶55
𝐶65

𝐶16 𝑆𝑥𝑥
𝐶26 𝑆𝑦𝑦
𝐶36 𝑆𝑧𝑧
𝐶46 𝑆𝑥𝑦
𝐶56 𝑆𝑥𝑧
𝐶66 ] [ 𝑆𝑦𝑧 ]

(2.1)

where 𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝑆𝑖𝑗 are the stress [𝑁/𝑚2 ] and strain components respectively, while 𝐶𝑖𝑗 are the
elastic stiffness coefficients [𝑁/𝑚2 ] of the material. If indices are equal, the stress/strain
components are normal; if indices are not equal, they are shear.

2.1.2 Wave Equation
The expression of the propagation of a mechanical strain for a simple one-dimensional case
can be formulated by applying Newton’s second law. For an infinitesimal section of a medium, which is subjected to a differential force:
𝑑𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎

(2.2)

with 𝐹 being force [𝑁], 𝑚 mass [𝑘𝑔], 𝑎 acceleration [𝑚/𝑠 2 ]. The net force is also related
to the spatial rate of change of stress on said cross section [31]. Considering small deformation, the strain tensor, defined as the gradient of particle displacement 𝑢 [𝑚] with respect to position 𝑥 [𝑚]. can be written as follows:
1 𝜕𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑢𝑗
𝑆𝑖𝑗 = (
+
)
2 𝜕𝑥𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝑖
with cyclic indexing (𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 and 𝑗 = 𝑧, 𝑦, 𝑥 in turn).
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(2.3)

Since Hooke’s law relates stress to strain, the former can also be written as a 3x3 symmetric
matrix with six independent components. The result is an equation that relates stress with
both the longitudinal and shear components of the acoustic wave, and these differ in the
direction of displacement relative to the propagation of the wave:
𝜕𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝜕 2 𝑢𝑖
=𝜌 2
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑡

(2.4)

with 𝜌 being density [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 ]. When dealing with this type of problem, the stiffness matrix
(a fourth order tensor) is determined by the properties of the particular medium, and the
direction of wave propagation has an effect on the solution [19]. Symmetry properties, such
as the ones summarized in the following section, are able to simplify this matrix by reducing the number of independent components.

2.2 Wave Propagation in Piezoelectric Materials
This section is aimed at providing the necessary general theoretical background for the
piezoelectric wave propagation problem. Additionally, it is well documented that the macroscopic theory of piezoelectricity was formulated based on thermodynamic principles,
with this approach revealing the reversibility and equivalence of the piezoelectric constants
for the direct and converse effects [18]. The full thermodynamic derivation should link
mechanical, electrical and thermal effects, where the thermo-electric coupling gives rise to
the pyroelectric effect. For the purpose of this work, the thermal effect is neglected, and
the electro-mechanical coupling is assumed to be linear.
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2.2.1 Piezoelectric Effect
The piezoelectric effect refers to the coupling between mechanical and electrical domains.
Its root can be found in the ancient Greek word ‘piezo’ which means ‘to press’ [11]. Piezoelectricity as a research field in crystal physics was initiated by the brothers Jacques and
Pierre Curie in 1880. They found that in specific materials an applied mechanical stress
produced an electric polarization proportional to the stress and changing direction with it;
while similarly an applied electric field produced strain. These were named the ‘direct’ and
‘converse’ piezoelectric effects, respectively.

2.2.2 Material Properties and Crystal Symmetry
Piezoelectric materials can be natural or man-made. The first group includes crystal materials like quartz, Rochelle salt, topaz and some organic substances. These were initially
used in sonar applications during World War I, the most significant example being the
quartz resonator proposed by Paul Langevin. They were eventually replaced by low-cost
manufactured ceramics, such as lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT), barium titanate (BaTiO3) or
lithium niobate (LiNbO3). These synthetic materials were found to have very high electromechanical coupling coefficients, which enhanced their piezoelectric properties by up to
100 times in some cases [18].
Piezoelectric materials are anisotropic dielectrics, which means they have a non-centrosymmetric structure with no free electrical charges. However, under the presence of an
external electric load (such as an electric field), dipoles appear in the unit cells, forming a
moment that results in deformation. Conversely, when placed under mechanical stress, ions
in the structure separate and a dipole moment is formed, leading to polarization. Additional
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sources of polarization could be non-uniform temperature distributions or dislocations in a
crystal lattice (these are important in thermo-electro-elastic interactions and dynamic fracture, respectively) [11].
There are seven crystal systems, each representing a general symmetry, and these are further divided into a total of 32 crystal classes, of which only 20 exhibiting piezoelectric
characteristics (see Appendix Table A.1 and A.2).

2.2.3 Fundamental Piezoelectric Relations
The constitutive relations describing the macroscopic properties of a piezoelectric medium
follow the first law of thermodynamics, which defines the variation of internal energy (𝑑𝑈)
within a body in terms of the work done (𝑑𝑊), by applied mechanical, electrical and magnetic forces, as well as the heat transferred (𝑑𝑄). Using also the Gibbs free electric energy
function (𝑑𝐺𝑒 ), the basic equations of state for linear piezoelectricity are:
𝑑𝑈 = 𝑑𝑄 + 𝑑𝑊
𝐸
𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
𝑆𝑘𝑙 − 𝑒𝑘𝑖𝑗 𝐸𝑘

;

𝑑𝐺𝑒 = 𝑇𝑑𝑆 − 𝐷𝑑𝐸
;

𝐷𝑖 = 𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑙 𝑆𝑘𝑙 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑆 𝐸𝑗

(2.5)
(2.6)

where 𝐷 is the dielectric displacement [𝐶/𝑚2 ], 𝐸 is the electric field [𝑁/𝐶 ], 𝑐 𝐸 is the
elasticity tensor [𝑃𝑎] at constant electric field, 𝜀 𝑆 is the permittivity tensor [𝐹/𝑚] at constant mechanical strain and 𝑒 is the piezoelectric tensor [𝐶/𝑚2 ]. This formulation is known
as the stress-charge form of the constitutive behavior. Other forms of (2.6) can be modeled
with different independent variables [18]. The state of a piezoelectric body is characterized
by the interaction of mechanical and electromagnetic fields, which are governed by the
elastic equation of motion (2.4) and Maxwell’s equations:
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∇𝐸 = −

𝜕𝐵
𝜕𝐷
; ∇𝐻 = −
+ 𝐽 ; 𝐷 = 𝜀𝐸 ; 𝐵 = 𝜇𝐻
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑡

(2.7)

where 𝐽 is the electric current density [𝐴/𝑚2 ] (set to zero for non-conducting media), 𝜇 is
permeability [𝑁/𝐴2 ], 𝐵 and 𝐻 are the magnetic flux [𝑁 ∙ 𝑚/𝐴] and field strength [𝐴/𝑚],
respectively.
The coupling between acoustic and electromagnetic waves is negligible in comparison with
the piezoelectric stiffening. Thus, the magnetic field term is eliminated and the electric
field can be derived from the scalar potential alone. In problems dealing with wave propagation, this approximation is justified by invoking the fact that acoustic velocities differ
from electromagnetic velocities by approximately five orders of magnitude. Furthermore,
piezoelectric materials have very weak to no magnetic susceptibility [35]. Therefore, considering no free volume charge and no electromagnetic coupling, the following is obtained:

𝐸𝑖 = −

𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑥𝑖

;

𝜕𝐷𝑖
=0
𝜕𝑥𝑖

(2.8)

This is called the ‘quasi-static’ approximation, and it is used to significantly reduce the
complexity of the coupled wave equations. From here, a very important property is interpreted: 𝐷 is not proportional to 𝐸, just as in a normal ‘dead’ dielectric. For a piezoelectric
medium, the electric field propagates at the acoustic phase velocity, and the electric potential varies only in the direction of the acoustic wave. As a result, it is impossible to extract
electrical energy from the piezoelectric substrate, because there is no displacement current.
Energy conversion is then accomplished by using resonating structures [35].
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2.2.4 Equation of Motion
The sets of equations for linear piezoelectricity have been presented: the mechanical stress
equation of motion (2.4), the strain-displacement relation (2.3), the constitutive equations
for piezoelectric crystals (2.6), the charge equation of electrostatics and electric field-potential gradient (2.8). Hence, the mechanical displacement and electric potential must satisfy the following [3]:
𝜌𝑢̈ + ∇[𝑐(∇𝑢)] + ∇[𝑒(∇𝜙)] + 𝑓 = 0

(2.9a)

∇[𝑒(∇𝑢)] + ∇[𝜀(∇𝜙)] − 𝑞 = 0

(2.9b)

with 𝑢̈ being particle acceleration. In 3-D, there are 4 partial differential equations with 4
unknowns (3 mechanical and 1 electrical). These can be transformed to 2-D or 1-D forms
accordingly. For this problem, several boundary conditions are considered [11]:
◦

Dirichlet condition: displacement 𝑢𝑖 is known on a surface, denoted 𝑆𝑢 .

◦

On electroded surfaces, denoted 𝑆𝑝 , the electric potential is uniform (𝜙 = 𝜙𝑝 ), and
a reference point is added by grounding one surface (𝜙0 = 0).

◦

Neumann condition (for surface tractions): the stress field is related to an applied
force 𝑓𝑖 on a surface denoted 𝑆𝑢 . This is given by 𝑇𝑖𝑗 𝑛𝑗 = 𝑓𝑖 , where 𝑛 is the normal
vector to the surface.

◦

Charges 𝑞 vanish on surfaces denoted 𝑆𝜎 , as piezoelectric materials are insulators.
This can be used for non-electroded boundaries of materials with high dielectric
permittivity, as 𝐷𝑖 can be neglected outside the domain (𝐷𝑖 𝑛𝑖 = 0).
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◦

The corresponding electric charge is given by the expression below. Either the electrical potential or the charge must be prescribed in the problem.

− ∬ 𝐷𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑆𝑝 = 𝑄𝑝

(2.10)

𝑆𝑝

2.3 Finite Element Method
FEM is a mathematical technique based on the governing constitutive differential equations
of a continuum, that allows the precise numerical computation of boundary value problems
for arbitrary geometries. Originally developed to solve linear elasticity problems, it was
later expanded to problems involving coupled physical phenomena. In the case of piezoelectric materials, this method has provided an immense advantage in the design and optimization of transducers, which previously had to be developed using trial/error methods
involving expensive prototypes and time-consuming tests [24].
In this section, the piezoelectric problem is described using FEM. For its derivation, a variational approach is used. Other formulations (such as the weighted residual approach using
Garlekin’s method) can also be implemented, but are not covered here. Non-linearities,
hysteresis and large deformation cases are not discussed.

2.3.1 Discretization and Interpolation Functions
In FEM, the domain of interest is divided into small discrete elements, which are interconnected to each other at a number of points on their boundaries. These points are known as
nodes, and the complete set of elements constitutes the mesh. The field variables of the
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system are defined at said nodes by interpolation or shape functions, which approximate
the value of the dependent variables within the elementary domain [30].
In standard FEM, these functions have a polynomial form, the degree of which increases
as the number of nodes on an element boundary increases. The field variables (mechanical
displacement 𝑢 and electric potential 𝜙) are related to their nodal values (𝑈 𝑒 and Φ𝑒 ) by:
𝑚

𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =

𝑚

𝑒
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑈𝑖𝑒
∑ 𝑁𝑢,𝑖
𝑖=1

𝑒
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)Φ𝑖𝑒
𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = ∑ 𝑁𝜙,𝑖

;

(2.11)

𝑖=1

[𝑁 𝑒 ] = [𝑁1𝑒

𝑁2𝑒

𝑒
]
… 𝑁𝑚

(2.12)

For an element with 𝑚 nodes, any shape function 𝑁𝑖 is equal to 1 at node 𝑖 but zero at all
other nodes and outside the element. Additionally, the sum of all shape functions must be
equal to 1 anywhere within the element.
FEM is commonly used for arbitrarily-shaped or geometrically-complex domains. However, the shape of each element is kept simple and homogeneous, with its selection depending on the nature of the domain and the type of analysis being performed.

2.3.2 Constitutive Equations
To generate the electromechanical relations for FEM, the strain and electric field are expressed in matrix form and related to the piezoelectric field variables by the first spatial
derivatives [𝐵 𝑒 ] of the interpolation functions.
{𝑆} = [𝐵𝑢𝑒 ]{𝑈 𝑒 }

{𝐸} = −[𝐵𝜙𝑒 ]{Φ𝑒 }

;
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(2.13)

𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑥
0
0
0
𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑦
0
0
0
𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑧
[𝐵𝑢𝑒 ] =
⁄
0
𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑧
0
𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑥
0
[𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑁𝑢𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑥
]

;

𝜕𝑁𝜙𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑥
[𝐵𝜙𝑒 ] = [𝜕𝑁𝜙𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑦]
𝜕𝑁𝜙𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑧

(2.14)

Matrix operators can be easily reduced for two- and one-dimensional problems, as needed.
Consequently, the constitutive equations in section 2.2.3 can be expressed as:
{𝑇} = [𝑐 𝐸 ][𝐵𝑢 ]{𝑈} + [𝑒]𝑇 [𝐵𝜙 ]{Φ}

(2.15a)

{𝐷} = [𝑒][𝐵𝑢 ]{𝑈} + [𝜀 𝑆 ][𝐵𝜙 ]{Φ}

(2.15b)

2.3.3 Variational Principle
For the problem studied, a continuous solution can be approximated using a variational
approach. This method is suitable for FEM as it leads to a discrete integral form of the
solution by satisfying the stationary condition of a functional. An equivalent description of
the boundary value problem described in section 2.2 is Hamilton’s principle, extended to
dynamic analysis of piezoelectric media [3]:

𝛿 ∫ 𝐿 𝑑𝑡 = 0

(2.16)

These quantities can be derived from constitutive equations and boundary conditions, and
the Lagrangian energy term 𝐿 is decomposed into a sum of integrals on each element of
the mesh (see [11] for the complete formulation). From there, the matrices for elementary
mass, mechanical stiffness, piezoelectric stiffness, dielectric stiffness and mechanical surface loads can be extracted:
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[𝑀𝑒 ] = ∫ 𝜌[𝑁 𝑒 ]𝑇 [𝑁 𝑒 ]𝑑∀

(2.17)

∀

𝑒 ]
[𝐾𝑢𝑢
= ∫ [𝐵 𝑒 ]𝑇 [𝑐 𝐸 ][𝐵 𝑒 ]𝑑∀

(2.18)

𝑒
[𝐾𝑢𝜙
] = ∫ [𝐵 𝑒 ]𝑇 [𝑒][𝐵𝜙𝑒 ]𝑑∀

(2.19)

∀

∀

𝑇

𝑒
[𝐾𝜙𝜙
] = ∫ [𝐵𝜙𝑒 ] [𝜀 𝑆 ][𝐵𝜙𝑒 ]𝑑∀

(2.20)

{𝐹 𝑒 } = ∫ [𝑁 𝑒 ]𝑇 {𝑓}𝑑𝑆𝑇𝑒

(2.21)

∀

𝑆𝑇𝑒

with integration across the volume ∀ for mass and stiffness matrices, and across the element surface 𝑆𝑇𝑒 for the force vector.

2.3.4 Assembly of Governing Differential Equation
Calculation of matrices has been presented for individual elements, and the common practice in FEM is to derive them by using a local coordinate system, which can change for
different elements of the same mesh. For this, the direction of the nodal degrees of freedom
is taken in the most convenient way possible, thus reducing computational effort. Afterwards, a transformation is performed on the matrices so that all equations refer to a global
coordinate system (namely 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 for three dimensions).
The global system of equations is then assembled based on the compatibility requirement
at element nodes with respect to the degrees of freedom. This procedure is the same regardless of the type of problem or element used [30]. The size of the system will depend
on the total number of degrees of freedom in the mesh.
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The global equilibrium equation is shown below, where 𝐹 represents external mechanical
forces and 𝑄 the external electric charges:
𝑀
[
0

𝐶𝑢𝑢
0 𝑈̈
] { ̈} + [
𝐶𝜙𝑢
0 𝜙

𝐶𝑢𝜙 𝑈̇
𝐾𝑢𝑢
] { ̇} + [
𝐾𝜙𝑢
𝐶𝜙𝜙 𝜙

𝐾𝑢𝜙 𝑈
𝐹
]{ } = { }
𝐾𝜙𝜙 Φ
𝑄

(2.22)

Special care must be taken when solving the coupled piezoelectric problem, since there is
a significant order-of-magnitude difference between elastic and dielectric moduli (which
translates to the mechanical and electric field vector solution values).
This commonly leads to ‘ill-conditioning’ of the global system and greatly slows convergence [4]. Consequently, the actuating and sensing parts of (2.22) are solved separately,
justified by the fact that inertia terms related to the electric variables are negligible when
compared to their mechanical counterparts.

2.3.5 Transient Analysis
In wave propagation problems, the temporal evolution of the physical variables is of special
interest, leading to time-dependent problems. The system of equations in matrix form for
transient analysis, without any type of damping, is as follows:
[𝑀]{𝑈̈} + [𝐾𝑢𝑢 ]{𝑈} + [𝐾𝑢𝜙 ]{Φ} = {𝐹}

(2.23a)

[𝐾𝜙𝑢 ]{𝑈} + [𝐾𝜙𝜙 ]{Φ} = {𝑄}

(2.23b)

These are best solved through time discretization, and initial conditions are required in
addition to boundary conditions. In FEM, there are many effective methods for the solution
of equilibrium equations in dynamic analysis, and one of the most common is direct time
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integration. In this method, the equations are solved using a numerical step-by-step procedure with no transformation of any kind prior to integration. The equation of motion is
therefore satisfied at discrete points within the time interval of interest with an assumed
variation of displacement, velocity and acceleration in each time-step.
Direct time integration methods can be implicit or explicit. In the former, the solution procedure requires the factorization of an effective stiffness matrix. It has unconditional stability, but requires iterations at each time-step and storage requirements are higher due to
the use of global matrices. The latter focuses on elementary operations, leading to a much
lower computational effort, but only maintains accuracy when the time step is sufficiently
small to describe the physical problem [6]. In this work, only explicit time integration is
used, specifically the 4th Order Runge-Kutta Method. For the following:
𝑀𝑈̈ + 𝐶𝑈̇ + 𝐾𝑈 = 𝐹(𝑡)

(2.22)

with 𝑈0 , 𝑈̇0 as initial conditions. Using a step size ∆𝑡, four ‘samples’ are taken of the slope
(one at the start-point, two at the mid-point, and one at the end-point), between the interval
of interest. These are recurring evaluations of an increment function 𝑓, which represents
the velocity 𝑈̇ and acceleration 𝑈̈. The displacement and velocity at the next time step are
obtained by adding the weighted averages of the four slope increments:
𝑑𝑈1 = ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑈̇𝑡 ; 𝑑𝑈̇1 = ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑈𝑡 , 𝑈̇𝑡 )

(2.23a)

𝑑𝑈2 = ∆𝑡 ∙ (𝑈̇𝑡 +

𝑑𝑈̇1
∆𝑡
𝑑𝑈1
𝑑𝑈̇1
) ; 𝑑𝑈̇2 = ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑓 (𝑡 + , 𝑈𝑡 +
, 𝑈̇𝑡 +
) (2.23b)
2
2
2
2

𝑑𝑈3 = ∆𝑡 ∙ (𝑈̇𝑡 +

𝑑𝑈̇2
∆𝑡
𝑑𝑈2
𝑑𝑈̇2
) ; 𝑑𝑈̇3 = ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑓 (𝑡 + , 𝑈𝑡 +
, 𝑈̇𝑡 +
) (2.23c)
2
2
2
2
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𝑑𝑈4 = ∆𝑡 ∙ (𝑈̇𝑡 + 𝑑𝑈̇3 )

𝑑𝑈̇4 = ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑓(𝑡 + ∆𝑡, 𝑈𝑡 + 𝑑𝑈3 , 𝑈̇𝑡 + 𝑑𝑈̇3 )

(2.23d)

𝑈𝑡+∆𝑡 = 𝑈𝑡 + (

𝑑𝑈1 + 2𝑑𝑈2 + 2𝑑𝑈3 + 𝑑𝑈4
)
6

(2.23e)

𝑈̇𝑡+∆𝑡 = 𝑈̇𝑡 + (

𝑑𝑈̇1 + 2𝑑𝑈̇2 + 2𝑑𝑈̇3 + 𝑑𝑈̇4
)
6

(2.23f)

;

An essential condition for stability in explicit methods is that the selected time step ∆𝑡 must
be smaller than a critical value ∆𝑡𝑐𝑟 , determined by the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition.
In essence, the numerical domain of dependence must contain the analytical domain of
dependence, to ensure that the scheme can access the information required to form the
solution [7]. With critical dimension 𝑙𝑒 and wave speed 𝑣, the CFL number is given by:
𝐶𝐹𝐿 = 𝑣 ∙ ∆𝑡𝑐𝑟 /𝑙𝑒

(2.24)

2.3.6 Linear Analysis
The static portion of equation (2.23) can be solved using the conjugate gradient method
(CGM). For a symmetric and positive-definite system of linear equations in matrix/vector
form, the procedure is as follows [33]:
[𝐴]{𝑥} = {𝑏}

(2.25a)

{𝑝} = {𝑟} = {𝑏} − [𝐴]{𝑥}

(2.25b)

{𝑤}𝑘 = [𝐴]{𝑝}𝑘

(2.25c)

{𝑟}𝑇𝑘 {𝑟}𝑘
{𝑝}𝑇𝑘 {𝑤}𝑘

(2.25d)

𝛼𝑘 =

{𝑥}𝑘+1 = {𝑥}𝑘 + 𝛼𝑘 {𝑝}𝑘
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(2.25e)

{𝑟}𝑘+1 = {𝑟}𝑘 − 𝛼𝑘 {𝑤}𝑘

(2.25f)

{𝑟}𝑇𝑘+1 {𝑟}𝑘+1
𝛽𝑘 =
{𝑟}𝑇𝑘 {𝑟}𝑘

(2.25g)

{𝑝}𝑘+1 = {𝑟}𝑘 − 𝛽𝑘 {𝑝}𝑘

(2.25h)

where {𝑟} is the residual of the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ iteration, {𝑝} is a search direction vector along gradient
lines, {𝑥} and {𝑏} are the vectors of unknowns and loads respectively, 𝛼𝑘 and 𝛽𝑘 are scalars.
This algorithm is repeated for 𝑘 iterations until the difference between {𝑥}𝑘+1 and {𝑥}𝑘 is
sufficiently small, as determined by a convergence criterion.
Since [𝐴] is a system stiffness matrix, all that is required is a matrix-vector product to be
carried out element-by-element, without ever assembling the global matrix. That is:
𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠

{𝑤} = ∑[𝐴]𝑖 {𝑝}𝑖

(2.26)

𝑖=1

In exact arithmetic, the CGM is guaranteed to converge to the solution in at most 𝑛 iterations (size of the system matrix). This rate can be accelerated by the use of a ‘preconditioner’, such that:
[𝑃𝑐 ][𝐴]{𝑥} = [𝑃𝑐 ]{𝑏}

(2.27)

In practice, relatively crude approximations of this preconditioner to [𝐴]−1 can be used in
the iteration process, with acceptable improvements. A very common method is diagonal
or Jacobi preconditioning, where the inverse of the diagonal terms of [𝐴] are taken. This
approach is simple to program and apply in explicit and parallel solutions [33]. The additional cost is one matrix-vector product per iteration:
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{𝑧}𝑘 = [𝑃𝑐 ]{𝑟}𝑘
{𝑧}𝑇𝑘 {𝑟}𝑘
𝛼𝑘 =
{𝑝}𝑇𝑘 {𝑞}𝑘

{𝑧}𝑇𝑘+1 {𝑟}𝑘+1
𝛽𝑘 =
{𝑧}𝑇𝑘 {𝑟}𝑘

;

(2.28a)
(2.30b)

More sophisticated alternatives undoubtedly exist, such as Cholesky factorization, which
further benefit the condition number. Furthermore, the use of a preconditioner in CGM is
generally recommended for large scale problems. Selecting the optimal preconditioner is
not among the objectives of this work.

2.4 Spectral Element Method
As previously stated, FEM is an efficient simulation technique used for a wide range of
problems and is versatile for modeling complex geometries and material anisotropy. However, it requires spatial discretization of approximately 20 elements per wavelength to obtain an accurate solution with less than 1% dispersion error for wave propagation simulations. This gives the method severe restrictions for larger problems, such as impractical
computational time and memory. For this reason, alternative FEM formulations have been
developed to minimize numerical dispersion while maintaining computational economy.
The Spectral Element Method (SEM), conceived in the mid 1980’s for computational fluid
dynamics, is an alternative to the existing numerical methods in the field of wave propagation. It has been proven to successfully minimize the errors attributed to spatial discretization as a product of the high-degree approximation functions it uses. This method has been
extended mainly to elastic wave analysis in seismology [22], and has more recently seen
applications in piezoelectric vibration [20, 28].
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2.4.1 Piezoelectric Formulation
SEM is a weighted residual method and is formulated through the same variational approach as FEM, based on the principle of virtual work. For a piezoelectric medium, the
boundary conditions and governing equations are given in sections 2.2 and 2.3. Discretization follows, as elements are mapped into a reference domain (𝜉1 , 𝜉2 , 𝜉3 ) defined in a
local coordinate system, where a set of local basis functions consisting of 𝑛th degree Lagrange polynomials are introduced. On each element, 𝑛 + 1 unevenly distributed nodes
called Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) points are defined, which are the roots of:
(1 − 𝜉𝑖 2 )𝑃′ 𝑛 (𝜉𝑖 ) = 0

(2.29)

where 𝑃′ 𝑛 is the first derivative of the 𝑛th degree Legendre polynomial in 𝜉𝑖 . Lagrange
interpolants serve as shape functions 𝑁𝑗 (𝜉𝑖 ). The displacement field and electric potential
within each element are then approximated using nodal degrees of freedom:
𝑛

𝑚

𝑙

𝑒

𝑢 = (𝜉1 , 𝜉2 , 𝜉3 , 𝑡) = ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑁𝑖 (𝜉1 ) 𝑁𝑗 (𝜉2 )𝑁𝑘 (𝜉3 )𝑈

𝑒(𝑖𝑗𝑘)

(2.30)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0 𝑘=0
𝑛

𝑚

𝑙

𝑒

𝜙 = (𝜉1 , 𝜉2 , 𝜉3 , 𝑡) = ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑁𝑖 (𝜉1 ) 𝑁𝑗 (𝜉2 )𝑁𝑘 (𝜉3 )Φ𝑒(𝑖𝑗𝑘)

(2.31)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0 𝑘=0

Combining this with the piezoelectric constitutive equations, the element matrices can be
derived and assembled to the global system in equation (2.22). Nodal quadrature is commonly used for numerical integration, and explicit time stepping schemes are the best
choice for solving the differential equation in the time domain [25]. Loss terms can be
included (if applicable) just like in conventional FEM, usually through Rayleigh damping.
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2.4.2 FEM vs SEM
The use of such higher order elements coupled with the LGL integration scheme gives
three distinct advantages of the SEM over the FEM in wave propagation problems: (a) the
minimum number of nodes per wavelength required to limit the numerical dispersion to
0.1% is 5 for SEM; (b) the mass matrix is diagonal by construction in the Legendre spectral
element, which reduces the computational load product of the inversion; and (c) although
the time step in the explicit scheme is still limited by the CFL condition, SEM can handle
moderately distorted meshes very effectively.
It has been determined, however, that SEM can become computationally expensive and
does not lend itself to modeling complex structures as effectively as FEM for very large
domains. Poor model resolution of spectral methods is a consequence of fewer nodes available at defined interfaces, and this is of special importance when dealing with wave propagation in media with defects (where diffraction, scattering, attenuation and dispersion can
occur) [36]. This has led to the proposal of formulations with combined low- and highorder interpolation models.
Although variations of standard FEM and SEM formulations exist, including their numerical formulation in this thesis is unnecessary. Nonetheless, some of their applications are
briefly addressed in the next chapter.
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3. Literature Review
Research involving the electromechanical behavior of piezoelectric materials and their use
in transducer applications is not a new field, with numerous contributions being published
every year. Most of these are aimed at specific sensor/actuator devices and their interaction
with a solid or fluid medium [8]. Advances in these areas are obviously important, but the
current work does not target any specific application, focusing rather on wave motion in
piezoelectric continua using standard and hybrid FEM.
Publications and research of this sort are, to the author’s knowledge, relatively scarce in
comparison. Discretization issues have been frequently addressed through changes in timeintegration schemes and interpolation models [17]; alternative methods (e.g. Fourier
method) have also been applied in non-destructive testing and structural health monitoring
[8, 25]. Findings relevant to the current work are summarized in this section.
One of the earliest works using FEM to include the piezoelectric effect was done by Allik
and Hughes [3]. In hopes of developing a more accurate and universal form of analysis, a
variational approach was proposed to derive the dynamic matrix equation for linear piezoelectricity. The simplex tetrahedral element formulated in their work served to develop
finite elements for one- and two-dimensional analysis, although these would require more
sophisticated interpolation models to ensure adequate results.
Lerch and Kaarmann [24] applied this approach to 3-D analysis of piezoelectric transducers. They were able to observe and identify the different modes present in ultrasonic arrays,
which appear when transducers are excited by short electrical or mechanical pulses. The
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electrical impedance and displacement of piezoceramic bars were experimentally measured and compared to their theoretical model. FEM proved to yield accurate results in frequency and dynamic response computations for different geometries, even if more than
one type of vibrational mode was studied. This was expanded by Lerch [23] for 2-D and
axisymmetric elements in the eigen-frequency analysis of ultrasonic array antennas with
varying width-to-thickness ratios.
These researchers, however, relied on classical implicit algorithms best suited for steadystate vibrations and low frequency dynamics. Wojcik et. al. [36] later proposed an explicit
time integration algorithm for the electromechanical problem. Their objective was to eliminate manipulation of large systems of equations by operating on an element-by-element
basis, diagonalizing uncoupled mass/damping matrices through nodal lumping, and integrating with a central difference scheme. 2-D and 3-D actuator models, driven by timeharmonic and transient voltages, were compared to experimental impedance responses of
piezoelectric bars. The same was done for the pressure-time response of transducer arrays.
The computational time advantage of this approach was substantial with respect to implicit
methods (factor of 100), while the size advantage was even greater.
A limitation of FEM is the need to operate on self-contained domains. When simplifying
models, domains are often truncated and responses are affected by wave reflections on the
boundaries (Neumann or Dirichlet conditions). Hofer et. al. [16] encountered this while
studying high frequency wave interaction in SAW devices. They were modeled as infinitely extended periodic structures with a single electrode and introduced absorbing boundary conditions. Wave velocities were computed in each element instead of globally, leading
to more accurate stress values at the boundaries (reduced errors due to bouncing waves).
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Another limitation in piezoelectric transducer modeling is the need for 3-D models, due to
their anisotropic nature. Standard FEM requires considerable computational resources due
to spatial and temporal discretization, especially when dealing with a material experiencing
coupled vibration modes with varying wave speeds. Therefore, SEM was developed as an
alternative. Komatitsch et. al. [22] introduced this method for modeling elastic wave propagation in 2-D anisotropic and 3-D transversely isotropic media. Using an average 6 nodes
per wavelength, excellent results were obtained for the displacement components of seismograms. Kim et. al. [20] implemented SEM to model the signal output of a piezoelectric
sensor, which was attached to a metallic plate driven by an actuator voltage. The Lamb
wave response at low frequencies was accurately simulated, with a computational cost 10
times lower than standard FEM. However, it was not as accurate at higher frequencies
(close to transducer resonance) due to the influence of the adhesive layer. Mohamed and
Masson [28] performed a similar study using an aluminum plate with surface bonded
PZT’s. They used a 2-D eight-degree polynomial model (2 elements per wavelength) and
explicit time-integration to successfully simulate Lamb wave propagation.
A considerable amount of research has been focused on the development of FEM for wave
propagation. Elasticity equations for laminated materials, stiffeners and problems with
large wave numbers have been tackled through the partition of unity finite element method
(PUFEM) [27]. This is essentially a ‘meshless’ method which includes analytical information about the local behavior of the solution in the finite element space. However, numerical integration of mesh-free methods is difficult to implement over complex geometries and penalty methods are required to impose constraints for essential boundary conditions [32]. Similarly, the generalized finite element method (GFEM) has been shown to
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accurately model domains with voids or cracks, by adding special basis harmonic functions
into the standard FEM basis of mapped polynomials [34]. It solves issues previously stemming from the fact that PUFEM removed the banded structure of the stiffness matrix, as a
result of implementing formulations different from the standard displacement models.
Kohno and Bathe [21] combined all of these concepts to model wave equations in 1-D.
This new approach enriched conventional interpolation functions with waves, with the degree of enrichment representing another variable in the simulation. Boundary conditions
were imposed as in standard FEM, but the numerical error was reduced by approximately
two orders of magnitude in comparison. This was later expanded to 2-D elastic wave equations [14]. One of the key advantages of this method is that it does not embed ‘a priori’
specific wave solutions, but rather provides the best possible solution in the assumed space.
However, they only focused on the method’s capability to spatially solve the desired equation using an implicit time scheme and did not study its computational cost.
In summary, studies in the field of piezoelectric wave propagation have greatly focused on
the use of transducers as sensors/actuators coupled with a metallic substrate. Advances in
FEM (and its variations) have been able to tackle spatial discretization issues through
higher-degree interpolation models, while stability has been addressed through numerical
damping or mixed time-stepping schemes. Nevertheless, accurate transducer modelling is
still computationally expensive with current methods. While undoubtedly promising, the
numerical performance benefit of enriched FEM formulations needs to be further explored.
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4. Methodology
In this chapter, the proposed procedure for the formulation and validation of the hybrid
finite element model is presented. The tools used are entirely computational, which include
an integrated development environment with a FORTRAN compiler and the finite element
modeling software Comsol MultiphysicsTM. Data post-processing and plotting was carried
out in MatlabTM.

4.1 Case Studies
To illustrate the performance of both the conventional and hybrid finite element formulations, several wave propagation problems are solved. First, the stress wave in the impact
of a piezoelectric bar is studied, focusing on the sharpness of the wavefront. Then, the
displacement and velocity fields of the cross section in a kerfless ultrasound array is computed for a single-cycle electric pulse. Finally, the vibration response of a two-port SAW
device is obtained.
The material used for all cases is lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT-5H); its material properties
are given in table 4.1. Since this is a transversely isotropic material, 2-D plane strain simulations are sufficient to describe the problem for case studies 2 and 3. The material is
poled in the -3 direction, corresponding to the vertical axis of the FEM domain in case
studies 2 and 3, as well as the longitudinal axis in case study 1.
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Table 4.1: Material Parameters for PZT-5H.

Elastic
Coefficients

𝐸
𝑐11

12.7205 x 1010 [Pa]

𝐸
𝑐12

8.02122 x 1010 [Pa]

𝐸
𝑐13

8.46702 x 1010 [Pa]

𝐸
𝑐33

11.7436 x 1010 [Pa]

𝐸
𝑐44

2.29885 x 1010 [Pa]

𝐸
𝑐66

2.34742 x 1010 [Pa]

Dielectric
Coefficients

Coupling
Coefficients

Density

𝑆
𝜀11

1.50911 x 10-8 [F/m]

𝑆
𝜀33

1.26934 x 10-8 [F/m]

𝑒31

-6.62281 [C/m2]

𝑒33

23.2403 [C/m2]

𝑒15

17.0345 [C/m2]

𝜌

7500 [Kg/m3]

4.1.1 Impact of a Piezoelectric Bar
A good benchmark problem for testing wave propagation solutions in FEM is the impact
problem presented for a steel bar by Idesman et. al. [17]. Similarly, a solid piezoelectric
bar of length 2 mm and width of 50 microns is subjected to impact loading on the left end,
in the form of an instantaneous longitudinal velocity, while being fixed and grounded on
the right end. A diagram of the problem is given in Figure 4.1.
3

tbar

vo

1

lbar
Figure 4.1: Diagram of Piezoelectric Bar.

The transient simulation is executed with sufficient time steps to visualize how the stress
wave travels across the domain (longitudinal velocity profile), while at the same time not
allowing the wave to reach the fixed end.
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4.1.2 Kerfless Ultrasound Transducer Array
For high frequency (> 20MHz) ultrasound transducer arrays, structures in the range of micrometers are required. In linear transducer arrays, the piezoelectric substrate is commonly
diced to make gaps for other elements of the composite. This is done so that the elements
can be separately addressed, and the acoustic wave resulting from excitation can be steered
to specific angles (i.e., beamforming). These are known as kerfed arrays. The pitch between
single elements has to be smaller than a wavelength, and the kerf between two elements
has to be as small as possible to increase the active surface [12]. Separating transducer
elements in this dimensional range is quite challenging, so kerfless arrays represent a viable
solution [2]. In these devices, the mechanical separation of single elements is omitted and
replaced just by placement of the electrodes. The benefits on the manufacturing side are
therefore evident.
The model geometry for this case study is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The piezoelectric substrate has a length of 2.4 mm and a width of 48 microns. A single electrode is placed on
the center of the top surface, its width being 24 microns, while the bottom surface is both
fixed and grounded. A single cycle sinusoidal voltage pulse is applied to the electrode, and
the stress wave generated is tracked through displacement and velocity profiles.

Vinput
3

tsub
1

wsub
Figure 4.2: Diagram of single cross-section of PZT kerfless array.
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4.1.3 Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Device
SAW devices deal with elastic waves generated on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate
and are used mainly as filters, oscillators and transformers. They present many advantages
over optical devices, as much smaller wavelengths can be obtained for a given frequency,
significantly reducing their size [5]. The typical SAW device consists of inter-digitizedelectrodes (IDT) at the input and output ports, the phase difference between their signals
depending on substrate properties and gap distance.

Vinput

Voutput

tsub

3
1

ghoriz

gport

ghoriz

Figure 4.3: SAW device typical two-port configuration, 2-D diagram.
The geometry of the problem was fully parameterized with respect to the frequency of the
voltage impulse. Substrate thickness, as well as the distance between IDT’s and the edges
of the substrate, are set to four wavelengths, giving enough distance for the waves to travel
without reflection. The IDT’s are assumed as perfect conductors and very thin compared
to the substrate, as their mass and stiffness are not accounted for in the dynamic model.
Port gap is set at three wavelengths, giving the amount of cycles to be computed. The waves
on the top surface of the device are visualized through displacement and velocity profiles
at various time steps, as well as the voltage measured at the output port.
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4.2 Numerical Solution
One of the objectives of this thesis was to develop a finite element program to solve the
piezoelectric problem. Said program was given a modular architecture, where the definition of the modules is based upon the characteristics of any finite element analysis, generating necessary input data as they are called. The solution always involves the steps shown
in Figure 4.4, regardless of the shape functions used.
For sensing problems in particular (i.e., induced electric field due to mechanical deformations), the electric degrees of freedom are expressed in terms of the mechanical degrees
of freedom. This process is called ‘condensation’, and has been used previously to solve
the coupled piezoelectric problem [4]:
−1
𝑡
Φ = 𝐾𝜙𝜙
(𝑄 − 𝐾𝑢𝜙
𝑈)

(4.1)

Its principal assumption is that inertia forces on the ‘slave’ degrees of freedom are negligible in comparison with the forces transmitted to them by the ‘masters’ [26]. Hence, equation (2.23) is reduced, in the absence of damping, to the following:
−1 𝑡
−1
𝑀𝑈̈ + (𝐾𝑢𝑢 − 𝐾𝑢𝜙 𝐾𝜙𝜙
𝐾𝑢𝜙 )𝑈 = 𝐹 − 𝐾𝑢𝜙 𝐾𝜙𝜙
𝑄

(4.2)

The solution of equation (4.2) yields the mechanical displacements, and the electric potentials can be obtained from equation (4.1). The time marching algorithm is applied as explained in section 2.3.5, handling operations on an element-by-element basis through matrix-vector products, and assembling the global vectors in (2.25e) and (2.25f). Finally, the
dynamic equation is solved until the last time step, completing the simulation.
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Initialize model parameters
Discretize domain (𝛥𝑥)
Allocate dynamic arrays
Calculate element nodal coordinates

Compute shape functions in local coordinates

For 𝑛𝑒𝑙

Form connectivity and steering vectors

Transform to global coordinates
Store element mass/stiffness matrix contributions
Specify initial (𝑈0 , 𝑈̇0 ) and boundary conditions
Invert mass matrix

Solve dynamic equation (𝑈𝑡 , 𝑈̇𝑡 )

For all 𝛥𝑡

Multiply element field vector contributions

Solve static equation (Φ𝑡 )
Export data for post-processing
Figure 4.4: FEM flowchart for the piezoelectric problem
On the other hand, for actuating problems (i.e., induced mechanical deformation due to
applied electric field) the equivalent piezoelectric load is known and added to the dynamic
equation, depending on the type of electric boundary condition:
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◦

Electroded surfaces have prescribed electric potential values at their corresponding
nodes (used as driving signal), which are input directly in the dynamic portion of
the problem as a piezoelectric-induced load. Meanwhile, non-electroded nodes experience an induced potential through electromechanical coupling, obtained
through the static equation after determining the displacements (with 𝑄 = 0). There
is no need for static condensation.

◦

Electrodes connected to an external electrical circuit (active or passive) require the
model to be complemented with an equivalent network equation, derived from the
circuit’s impedance and its relationship with the electric charge on the nodes [29].
̇
{Φ} = [𝑍]{𝐼} = [𝑍]{𝑄}

(4.3)

Special attention must be given to the appropriate application of electrical boundary conditions in piezoelectric problems, as it is very common in the literature to incorrectly model
or sometimes purposely neglect the electromechanical coupling [37]. For instance, in actuator applications an equivalent piezoelectric force is introduced using nodal potential
values, and the charge on the electrodes is frequently assumed to be zero. This is not the
case however, as in reality the nodal potential values would be induced through an electric
circuit, which feeds an electric charge to the input electrodes. The charge values depend on
the circuit’s impedance and voltage source. As for sensing applications, one must specify
if the piezoelectric device is connected to a closed or open circuit, as one assumes zero
potential while the other assumes zero charge.
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4.2.1 Standard FEM
For the standard portion of the FEM simulations, 2-node ‘line’ elements are used in case
study 1, while linear quadrilateral elements are used in case studies 2 and 3 to discretize
the domain. The shape functions, in local coordinates, are given below:

𝑁𝑖 =
𝑁𝑖 =

1
(1 + 𝜉𝑖 𝜉)
2

;

1
(1 + 𝜉𝑖 𝜉)(1 + 𝜂𝑖 𝜂)
4

𝑖 = 1,2
;

;

𝜉𝑖 = [−1,1]

𝑖 = 1,2,3,4

;

𝜉𝑖 , 𝜂𝑖 = [−1,1]

(4.4)

(4.5)

These describe the local variation of both mechanical displacement and electric potential
across the finite element domain, in the form of nodal values. For a 1-D formulation, local
and global coordinates are related by the expression below, with strain being computed
using equation (2.3):

𝜉 = −1 + 2
𝑆=

(𝑥 − 𝑥1 )
(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )

;

𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝜉 𝑢2 − 𝑢1
=
=
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝜉 𝜕𝑥 𝑥2 − 𝑥1

𝑢 = 𝑁1 𝑢1 + 𝑁2 𝑢2
;

𝐵=

1
[−1 1]
𝑙𝑒

(4.6)

(4.7)

The stiffness matrices are then obtained using equations (2.18)-(2.20). In the 2-D quadrilateral case, derivatives are related through the Jacobian matrix, evaluated through numerical integration as a function of 𝜉 and 𝜂. Two-point Gauss quadrature is sufficient for linear
quadrilateral elements [33]. The stiffness matrices are therefore:
4

𝑥 = ∑ 𝑁𝑖 𝑥𝑖

4

;

𝑖=1

𝑦 = ∑ 𝑁𝑖 𝑦𝑖
𝑖=1
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(4.8)

{

𝜕/𝜕𝜉
𝜕/𝜕𝑥
} = [𝐽] {
}
𝜕/𝜕𝜂
𝜕/𝜕𝑦

;

𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 = 𝑑𝑒𝑡|𝐽| ∙ 𝑑𝜉𝑑𝜂

(4.9)

4

[𝑘𝑚 ] = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑑𝑒𝑡|𝐽|𝑖 [𝐵]𝑇 [𝐷][𝐵]

(4.10)

𝑖=4

Equations (2.17) and (2.21) are not used whatsoever, since (1) the mass of each element is
equally distributed among its nodes, transforming the sparse matrix into a lumped (diagonal) matrix and making its inversion trivial; (2) external mechanical loading is not present
in any of the case studies (𝐹 = 0 for all nodes).

4.2.2 Hybrid FEM
The hybrid finite element formulation, as proposed initially by Bathe for multiscale wave
equations [21] and homogenous isotropic solids [14], consists of enriching the standard
polynomial shape functions by multiplying them with harmonic terms. Defined locally for
the linear one-dimensional case:

𝑁(𝛼,𝑗) (𝜉) =

Δ𝑥
1
(1 + 𝜉𝛼 𝜉)𝑒 [𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝑗(𝑥𝑒+ 2 𝜉)]
2

(4.11)

where 𝑖, 𝑥𝑒 , 𝛥𝑥 and 𝜉 are the imaginary unit, x-coordinate at the center of the element, the
length of the element and the coordinate variable in the calculation space (−1 ≤ 𝜉 ≤ 1),
respectively. The physical space is related to the calculation space by 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑒 + (∆𝑥/2)𝜉,
α denotes the local node number and the values of 𝜉𝛼 are 𝜉1,2 = −1, 1. The wave numbers
2𝜋𝑓𝑗 are determined by 𝑓𝑗 = 𝑗 ∙ 𝑓, where 𝑓 is the fundamental frequency and 𝑗 is an integer
representing the cutoff number of harmonics [21]. The numerical solution can be expressed
as follows:
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(𝑁𝐹 −1)/2
𝑎
𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑁(𝛼,0)
𝑢(𝛼,0) +

∑

(𝑅)

(𝐼)

𝑏
𝑐
[𝑁(𝛼,𝑗)
𝑢(𝛼,𝑗) + 𝑁(𝛼,𝑗)
𝑢(𝛼,𝑗) ] = 𝑁(𝛼,𝑚) 𝑢̃(𝛼,𝑚)

(4.12)

𝑗=1
𝑎
𝑁(𝛼,0)
=

1
(1 + 𝜉𝜉𝛼 )
2

Δ𝑥
𝜉)]
2
Δ𝑥
= (1 + 𝜉𝜉𝛼 )𝑠𝑖𝑛 [2𝜋𝑓𝑗 (𝑥𝑒 +
𝜉)]
2

𝑏
𝑁(𝛼,0)
= (1 + 𝜉𝜉𝛼 )𝑐𝑜𝑠 [2𝜋𝑓𝑗 (𝑥𝑒 +
𝑐
𝑁(𝛼,0)
𝑎
𝑁(𝛼,𝑚) = 𝑁(𝛼,0)
,

𝑢̃(𝛼,𝑚) = 𝑢(𝛼,0) ,

𝑏
= 𝑁(𝛼,𝑗)
,

= 𝑢(𝛼,𝑗) ,

𝑐
= 𝑁(𝛼,𝑘)
,

= 𝑢(𝛼,𝑘) ,

(𝑅)

(4.13)

𝑚 = 0,

(𝑅)

1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ (𝑁𝐹 − 1)/2,

(𝐼)

(𝑁𝐹 − 1)/2 + 1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑁𝐹 − 1

(4.14)

(𝐼)

where 𝑢(𝛼,𝑗) , 𝑢(𝛼,𝑗) are the real and imaginary parts of 𝑢(𝛼,𝑗) respectively, and the subscripts
𝑗, 𝑘 and 𝑚 are related to one another by 𝑗 = 𝑚, 𝑘 = 𝑚 − (𝑁𝐹 − 1)/2. When 𝑗 = 0, all
shape functions reduce to the standard FEM shape functions, as a result of 𝑓𝑗 = 𝑗 ∙ 𝑓 = 0.
Therefore, for 𝑁𝐹 = 1 the interpolation scheme represents the conventional FEM shape
functions. This leads to the straightforward treatment of boundary conditions, without using the enrichment function [14]. For the Dirichlet boundary condition to be satisfied for
any 𝑥𝑏 and 𝑓 as in conventional FEM, the following must be satisfied (𝑢𝑏 being real):
𝑢(𝑥𝑏 ) = 𝑁(𝑖,𝑗) (𝑥𝑏 )𝑢(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝑢𝑏
(𝑅)

𝑢(𝑁𝑥 ,𝑗) = 𝑢𝑏
=0
(𝐼)
𝑢(𝑁𝑥 ,𝑗) = 0

𝑗 = 0,
𝑗 ≠ 0,
𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑗

(4.15)

(4.16)

Therefore, the nodal values themselves contain the effect of the trigonometric function.
The same approach is used to satisfy the Neumann boundary condition for any arbitrary
value. In a two-dimensional linear analysis, equation (4.12) is adapted:
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𝑛

𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝑎
𝑁(𝛼,0,0)
𝑢(𝛼,0,0)
𝑚

(𝑅)

(𝐼)

𝑏
𝑐
+ ∑ [𝑁(𝛼,𝑘
𝑢
+ 𝑁(𝛼,𝑘
𝑢
]
𝑥 ,0) (𝛼,𝑘𝑥 ,0)
𝑥 ,0) (𝛼,𝑘𝑥 ,0)
𝑘𝑥 =1
(𝑅)

(𝐼)

𝑏
𝑐
+ ∑ [𝑁(𝛼,0,𝑘
𝑢
+ 𝑁(𝛼,0,𝑘
𝑢
]
𝑦 ) (𝛼,0,𝑘𝑦 )
𝑦 ) (𝛼,0,𝑘𝑦 )

(4.17)

𝑘𝑦 =1
𝑛
𝑚
(𝑅)

(𝐼)

𝑏±
𝑐±
+ ∑ ∑ [𝑁(𝛼,𝑘
𝑢
+ 𝑁(𝛼,𝑘
𝑢
]
𝑥 ,𝑘𝑦 ) (𝛼,𝑘𝑥 ,𝑘𝑦 )
𝑥 ,𝑘𝑦 ) (𝛼,𝑘𝑥 ,𝑘𝑦 )
𝑘𝑥 =1 𝑘𝑦 =1

where 𝑁𝛼 are the interpolation functions in the natural (𝜉, 𝜂) space, 𝑥, 𝑦 are the coordinates
at any point of the element and 𝛼 = 1,2,3,4 for a 4-node quadrilateral, integers 𝑘𝑥 , 𝑘𝑦 are
counters for the wave cutoff numbers 𝑛 and 𝑚. These are chosen as part of the FEM model
definition to solve the problem [14].
Sample interpolation plots are presented for 1-D analysis in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, as well as
for 2-D analysis in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, to illustrate the approximation of the field variable
across a finite element using the different shape functions. Hybrid FEM plots show the
influence of parameters 𝑘 and 𝑗 in the wave number of the added trigonometric interpolation term. The behavior of the variable is now dominated mainly by said trigonometric
term, with the polynomial part of the function serving as an amplitude modulator.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: One-dimensional interpolation of field variable 𝑢(𝑥) using Standard FEM (a)
and Hybrid FEM with 𝑘 = 1 (b), 𝑘 = 2 (c) and 𝑘 = 3 (d). Set value 𝑗 = 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: One-dimensional interpolation of field variable 𝑢(𝑥) using Standard FEM (a)
and Hybrid FEM with 𝑘 = 1 (b), 𝑘 = 2 (c) and 𝑘 = 3 (d). Set value 𝑗 = 8.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: Two-dimensional interpolation of field variable 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) using Standard FEM
(a) and Hybrid FEM with 𝑘 = 1 (b), 𝑘 = 2 (c) and 𝑘 = 3 (d). Set value 𝑗 = 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.8: Two-dimensional interpolation of field variable 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) using Standard FEM
(a) and Hybrid FEM with 𝑘 = 1 (b), 𝑘 = 2 (c) and 𝑘 = 3 (d). Set value 𝑗 = 8.
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4.3 ComsolTM Simulation
ComsolTM simulations will be used to verify the accuracy of the FORTRAN-based hybrid
formulation results of the 3 case studies mentioned. Comsol MultiphysicsTM is a software
platform that employs the finite element method and advanced numerical tools to solve
complex physics-based problems governed by partial differential equations.
The program is designed to model various types of problems using its preset interfaces
while also giving its user the liberty to couple several physics models and allow for interactions that are often observed in the real world. Such is the case of the Piezoelectric Devices interface, which is a combination of Solid Mechanics and Electrostatics [10]. This is
the default interface used for all simulations.

4.3.1 Geometry
Appropriate geometry selection is essential to produce reliable information about the problem while also minimizing computational effort. The shape of the model and its domains
can be built from a selection of basic geometric shapes with the included CAD features.
The geometry for the three case studies is fairly simple. All of the steps in the drawing
process are kept as a sequence, with dimensions defined as specified in section 4.1.

4.3.2 Material Properties and Orientation
ComsolTM includes a large library of predefined materials, although additional ones can be
included with the appropriate properties or by changing specific properties of an already
existing material to better represent the problem studied. PZT-5H is used for all simulations. The material model selected is the stress-charge form, which requires the mechanical
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stiffness matrix [𝑐 𝐸 ], relative permittivity matrix [𝜀 𝑆 ], piezoelectric coupling matrix [𝑒]
and material density 𝜌. All these are taken from the ComsolTM library (shown in table 4.1).
Two-dimensional models are usually set in the 𝑋𝑌 plane. However, since poling of the
piezoelectric material must be done in the -3 direction, this would by default represent the
out-of-plane direction. Therefore, the 𝑋𝑍 plane is used as the reference coordinate system.

4.3.3 Boundary Conditions and Losses
All boundary conditions are implemented as stated in section 4.1. Additionally, the Free
(mechanical) and Zero Charge (electrostatic) default boundaries serve to impose the Neumann conditions described in section 2.2. The issue of wave reflection then arises on domain boundaries. Simulations are consequently run for only a few cycles to prevent the
stress waves from reaching the domain boundaries while still obtaining representative displacement and velocity profiles.
Dielectric, mechanical and piezoelectric damping could be added easily in ComsolTM.
However, the same cannot be said about the FORTRAN code. Hence, no form of damping
is included in any simulation.

4.3.4 Meshing and Study Settings
A combination of free quadrilateral mesh with boundary distributions and the mapped domain feature was used, mainly to ensure that the aspect ratio of the elements is equal to 1.
The mesh size is set between 60 and 80 elements per wavelength (well beyond the minimum requirement).
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The order of the shape functions can be specified in each physics interface, ranging from
linear to quintic. By default, ComsolTM uses quadratic interpolation for all piezoelectric
dependent variables. Nonetheless, for a better comparison with the results from the
FORTRAN code (which uses 4-node quadrilateral elements), the order of the shape functions is set to linear on all simulations.
For the study settings, the time step is set to a fixed value through the course of the simulations and is calculated with equation (2.26) and a CFL number of 0.4. This value is not
the same as the time step stored in the solution by the study, since in ComsolTM the latter
can be changed to save memory costs. The resulting plots are set to employ interpolation
between the stored solution steps, yielding smoother graphs.

4.3.5 Post-processing
All resulting data is exported from ComsolTM as .csv files, and then read into MatlabTM for
plotting. Displacement and velocity profiles at specific computational times are obtained
to track the stress waves in the piezoelectric substrate and for comparison to similar results
obtained from the FORTRAN based simulations.
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5. Results
The results of the numerical simulation involving the three case studies described in Section 4.1 are presented in this chapter for both the Standard and Hybrid FEM formulations.
Each problem is solved using four element sizes in order to observe the changes in computational time and solution accuracy as the number of mesh elements is increased. The
ComsolTM simulation is taken as the reference solution for all cases and compared to those
obtained with both methods. Simulation matrices for the 3 case studies with mesh densities
are given in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.
For the hybrid FEM simulations, the number of trigonometric terms in the interpolation
model is set to 1-3, as this has been shown to be adequate [14].
Table 5.1: Simulation Matrix for Case Study 1.
Formulation

Standard FEM

Hybrid FEM

ComsolTM
†

Element Size

Mesh Elements

Mesh DoF’s

λ/5

80

162

λ / 10

160

322

λ / 20

320

642

λ / 40

640

1,282

λ/5

80

162

λ / 10

160

322

λ / 15

240

482

λ / 20

320

642

λ / 80

40,960 †

84,546 †

ComsolTM solution only available with 2-D model (difference in DoF’s)
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Table 5.2: Simulation Matrix for Case Study 2.
Formulation

Standard FEM

Hybrid FEM

ComsolTM

Element Size

Mesh Elements

Mesh DoF’s

λ/5

200

909

λ / 10

800

3,015

λ / 20

3,200

10,827

λ / 40

12,800

40,851

λ/5

200

909

λ / 10

800

3,015

λ / 15

1,800

6,321

λ / 20

3,200

10,827

λ / 80

51,200

158,499

Table 5.3: Simulation Matrix for Case Study 3.
Formulation

Standard FEM

Hybrid FEM

ComsolTM

Element Size

Mesh Elements

Mesh DoF’s

λ/4

1,056

3,417

λ/8

4,224

13,167

λ / 16

16,896

51,675

λ / 32

67,584

204,723

λ/4

1,056

3,417

λ/8

4,224

13,167

λ / 12

9,504

29,253

λ / 16

16,896

51,675

λ / 64

270,336

814,947

The element sizes were determined based on the geometric arrangement of each problem
to allow for a more efficient location of nodes and application of boundary conditions.
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Wavelength 𝜆 [𝑚] was calculated using Equation (5.1), with frequency 𝑓 [𝐻𝑧] and wave
speed 𝑣 [𝑚/𝑠]. The latter is obtained with the piezoelectric material coefficients corresponding to the direction of motion studied in each case study. For 2-D analysis, the smallest value of 𝜆 is selected as the reference of discretization for both components of displacement and velocity.

𝜆=

𝑣
𝑓

;

𝑣=√

𝐶𝐸 + (𝑒 2 /𝜀 𝑆 )
𝜌

(5.1)

5.1 Impact of a Piezoelectric Bar
In case study 1, the impact on the left end of a piezoelectric bar is considered, which is
mechanically fixed and electrically grounded on the opposite end. The impact is applied in
the form of a nodal velocity 𝑈̇𝑧 = 1 × 10−3 𝑚/𝑠. Linear 1-D bar elements were used for
the computations, with Δ𝑡 = 1 × 10−9 𝑠 for a total of 100 time steps.

5.1.1 Velocity Profile
The stress wave generated by the impact is visualized through the velocity profile of the
bar’s longitudinal axis after the last time step (𝑡 = 1 × 10−7 𝑠). The results for the Standard
and Hybrid FEM computations compared to the ComsolTM results are presented in Figure
5.1 to 5.4, with varying mesh element sizes. The former used 5, 10, 20 and 40 elements per
wavelength, while the latter used 5, 10, 15 and 20 elements per wavelength (Table 5.1).
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Since each simulation yields solution vectors of different lengths, linearly spaced values
are generated in the vectors through interpolation using MatlabTM, with the ComsolTM solution as reference sampling points.
The Standard FEM matrices were obtained using 2-point quadrature, as this has been found
to be sufficient for linear quadrilaterals elements [33]. This was the norm established for
all 3 case studies.
In contrast, since the shape functions of the Hybrid FEM formulation become more complex as trigonometric terms are added, the quadrature rule for numerical integration to evaluate the mechanical, dielectric and piezoelectric stiffness matrices (see Equations 2.18 –
2.20) must be of correspondingly higher order. A sensitivity analysis was carried out, increasing the sample Gauss quadrature points until the change in the residuals of the solution
became negligible. For this case study, optimal abscissae were found to be 7, 17 and 25
points for cutoff numbers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. For Gauss-Legendre weights and abscissae calculating procedures, please refer to Table A.3 in the Appendix.
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Figure 5.1: Standard FEM vs ComsolTM for piezoelectric bar at 100 ns. Velocity profile
along the longitudinal axis.

Figure 5.2: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for piezoelectric bar at 100 ns. Velocity profile along
the longitudinal axis, for cutoff numbers 1.
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Figure 5.3: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for piezoelectric bar at 100 ns. Velocity profile along
the longitudinal axis, for cutoff numbers 2.

Figure 5.4: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for piezoelectric bar at 100 ns. Velocity profile along
the longitudinal axis, for cutoff numbers 3.
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5.1.2 Computational Requirements and Accuracy
The total computation time with respect to element size, as well as the coefficient of determination (𝑅 2 ) of each solution as compared to ComsolTM results, are given in Table 5.4.
This coefficient is a measure of ‘goodness of fit’, the amount of explained variance or the
level of correlation between two sets of data [39]. It is calculated by comparing residuals,
as shown in Equation (5.2) below:

𝑅2 = 1 −

∑𝑛𝑖(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖 )2
𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠
= 1− 𝑛
∑𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̅)2
𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡

(5.2)

where 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑓𝑖 represent values in the ‘reference’ and ‘modeled’ data sets, respectively (𝑦̅
is the mean), while 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠 and 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡 are the residual and total sums of squares. The computation time is measured by simply calling and subtracting processor times at the start and
end of the FORTRAN simulation.
Table 5.4: Numerical result comparison for case study 1.

Computing
Time (𝑠)

𝑅 2 Coeff.
(𝑈̇𝑧 )

Element
Size

Standard
FEM

Hybrid
FEM (𝒏 = 𝟏)

Hybrid
FEM (𝒏 = 𝟐)

Hybrid
FEM (𝒏 = 𝟑)

λ/5 (λ/5)

10.42

18.75

31.26

54.18

λ/10 (λ/10)

18.74

39.07

56.38

83.30

λ/20 (λ/15)

35.38

59.39

81.5

112.42

λ/40 (λ/20)

68.66

79.71

106.62

141.54

λ/5 (λ/5)

0.4178

0.6699

0.7112

0.7896

λ/10 (λ/10)

0.6895

0.8815

0.9876

0.9957

λ/20 (λ/15)

0.8149

0.9696

0.9943

1.000

λ/40 (λ/20)

0.9326

0.9907

1.000

1.000
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5.2 Kerfless Ultrasound Transducer Array
For case study 2, the response of a kerfless array driven by an electric signal, mechanically
fixed and electrically grounded on its bottom surface, is considered. The excitation is a
single cycle sinusoidal pulse (𝐴 = 1𝑉, 𝑓 = 40 × 106 𝐻𝑧) applied to an electrode on its top
surface. Linear 2-D quadrilaterals were used for the computations, with Δ𝑡 = 1 × 10−9 𝑠
for a total of 300 time steps.

5.2.1 Displacement Profiles
Figures 5.5 through 5.8 show the components of displacement on the top surface of the
kerfless array after the last time step (𝑡 = 3 × 10−7 𝑠) for the Standard and Hybrid FEM
formulations respectively. The latter includes the results for cutoff number of trigonometric
terms 𝑛 = 1 − 3 in the interpolation functions.
Just as in case study 1, linearly spaced values are interpolated in each FORTRAN solution
to compare it to the reference ComsolTM vector. For the Standard formulation, the element
sizes used were 5, 10, 20 and 40 elements per wavelength; the Hybrid formulation used 5,
10, 15 and 20 elements per wavelength (Table 5.1). The computation time and 𝑅 2 were
obtained as explained in section 5.1.2. Since the response is symmetrical (the pulse is applied in the center of the domain), only half of the profile is plotted.
The numerical integration of the element stiffness is also carried out using Gaussian quadrature, increasing the amount of sampling points as the number of trigonometric components in the shape function grows (optimal abscissae were found to be 10, 16 and 26 points
for cutoff numbers 1, 2 and 3, respectively).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Standard FEM vs ComsolTM for kerfless array at 300 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for kerfless array at 300 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement for cutoff number 1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for kerfless array at 300 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement for cutoff number 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for kerfless array at 300 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement for cutoff number 3.
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5.2.2 Velocity Profiles
Figures 5.9 and 5.12 show the velocity components on the top surface of the kerfless transducer array for the Standard and Hybrid FEM formulations (with cutoff number 𝑛 = 1 −
3), respectively. The different waveforms, again, represent distinct mesh element sizes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Standard FEM vs ComsolTM for kerfless array at 300 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for kerfless array at 300 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity for cutoff number 1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for kerfless array at 300 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity for cutoff number 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for kerfless array at 300 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity for cutoff number 3.
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5.2.3 Computational Requirements and Accuracy
The total computation time with respect to element size, as well as the coefficient of determination (𝑅 2 ) of each solution as compared to the ComsolTM simulation, are given in Table
5.5 for the displacement and velocity results.
Table 5.5: Numerical result comparison for case study 2.

Computing
Time (𝑠)

2

𝑅 Coeff.
(𝑈𝑥 ; 𝑈𝑧 )

𝑅 2 Coeff.
(𝑈̇𝑥 ; 𝑈̇𝑧 )

Element
Size

Standard
FEM

Hybrid
FEM (𝒏 = 𝟏)

Hybrid
FEM (𝒏 = 𝟐)

Hybrid
FEM (𝒏 = 𝟑)

λ/5 (λ/5)

23.55

63.585

105.97

171.91

λ/10 (λ/10)

59.55

212.38

317.97

730.29

λ/20 (λ/15)

203.55

460.38

617.95

1250.95

λ/40 (λ/20)

779.55

807.58

965.04

2007.00

λ/5 (λ/5)

0.0844
0.0833

0.2634
0.3498

0.7221
0.7781

0.8029
0.8268

λ/10 (λ/10)

0.1612
0.222

0.8221
0.8766

0.9916
0.9970

0.9981
0.9996

λ/20 (λ/15)

0.5042
0.6337

0.9919
0.9972

0.9987
0.9995

~1.000
~1.000

λ/40 (λ/20)

0.9201
0.9453

0.9985
0.9995

~1.000
~1.000

~1.000
~1.000

λ/5 (λ/5)

0.0553
0.0534

0.2768
0.3647

0.7030
0.7179

0.7652
0.7771

λ/10 (λ/10)

0.1103
0.1729

0.7036
0.7199

0.9698
0.9888

0.9942
0.9980

λ/20 (λ/15)

0.3605
0.4760

0.9688
0.9848

0.9947
0.9989

~1.000
~1.000

λ/40 (λ/20)

0.8993
0.9043

0.9941
0.9978

~1.000
~1.000

~1.000
~1.000
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5.3 SAW Device
For case study 3, the response of a two-port SAW device driven by an electric signal is
considered. The excitation, as in the previous case study, is a single cycle sinusoidal voltage
pulse (𝐴 = 1𝑉, 𝑓 = 40 × 106 𝐻𝑧) applied to the input IDT on its top surface (see Figure
4.3). Linear 2-D quadrilaterals were also used in the computations, with Δ𝑡 = 1 × 10−9 𝑠
for a total of 100 time steps.

5.3.1 Displacement Profiles
Figures 5.13 through 5.16 show the displacement components on the top surface of the
SAW device, after the last time step (𝑡 = 1 × 10−7 𝑠) for the Standard and Hybrid FEM
formulations, respectively. The latter includes the results for cutoff number of trigonometric terms 𝑛 = 1 − 3 in the interpolation functions, just as the previous case studies. The 6
rectangles on the mid horizontal axis show the location of the input and output electrodes
of the NDT with respect to the stress wave.
Again, linearly spaced values are interpolated in each FORTRAN solution to compare it to
the reference ComsolTM vector. For the Standard formulation, the element sizes used were
4, 8, 16 and 32 element per wavelength; the Hybrid formulation used 4, 8, 12 and 16 elements per wavelength (Table 5.1). For the displacement components, as well as the velocity components, the computation time and 𝑅 2 were obtained as stated previously. The numerical integration of the element mechanical, dielectric and piezoelectric stiffness is once
more done using Gaussian quadrature, with optimal abscissae of 8, 17 and 27 points resulting from the corresponding sensitivity analysis for cutoff numbers 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Standard FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device at 100 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device at 100 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement for cutoff number 1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device at 100 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement for cutoff number 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device at 100 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement for cutoff number 3.
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5.3.2 Velocity Profiles
Figures 5.17 through 5.20 show the velocity components on the top surface of the SAW
device for both formulations. Once again, each waveform is the solution obtained with a
different mesh element size.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.17: Standard FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device at 100 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device at 100 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity for cutoff number 1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.19: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device at 100 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity for cutoff number 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.20: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device at 100 ns. Top surface 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity for cutoff number 3.
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5.3.3 Output Voltage Response
The voltage registered in the output IDT of the SAW device over all time steps, is shown
in Figures 5.21 through 5.24 for the Standard and Hybrid FEM solutions, respectively. The
same linear interpolation procedure as in all previous results is used to compare waveforms
with the ComsolTM vector at various mesh element densities.

Figure 5.21: Standard FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device. Output port voltage.

Figure 5.22: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device. Output port voltage for cutoff
number 1.
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Figure 5.23: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device. Output port voltage for cutoff
number 2.

Figure 5.24: Hybrid FEM vs ComsolTM for SAW device. Output port voltage for cutoff
number 3.
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5.3.4 Computational Requirements and Accuracy
The computation time and 𝑅 2 of each solution is compared to the ComsolTM simulation in
Table 5.6 for the displacement, velocity and electric potential results, respectively.
Table 5.6: Numerical result comparison for case study 3.

Computing
Time (𝑠)

𝑅2 Coeff.
(𝑈𝑥 ; 𝑈𝑧 )

𝑅2 Coeff.
(𝑈̇𝑥 ; 𝑈̇𝑧 )

𝑅2 Coeff.
(Φ)

Element
Size

Standard
FEM

Hybrid FEM Hybrid FEM
(𝒏 = 𝟏)
(𝒏 = 𝟐)

λ/4 (λ/4)

22.15

59.805

99.675

161.695

λ/8 (λ/8)

56.998

218.205

323.915

701.775

λ/16 (λ/12)

196.39

482.205

644.315

1370.82

λ/32 (λ/16)

753.958

851.805

1020.875

2097.18

λ/4 (λ/4)

0.1823
0.1204

0.6386
0.6751

0.7494
0.7302

0.7961
0.7746

λ/8 (λ/8)

0.4781
0.3565

0.8994
0.9095

0.9985
0.9970

0.9998
0.9984

λ/16 (λ/12)

0.7209
0.6909

0.9988
0.9984

0.9998
0.9997

~1.000
~1.000

λ/32 (λ/16)

0.9913
0.9867

0.9998
0.9990

~1.000
~1.000

~1.000
~1.000

λ/4 (λ/4)

0.1895
0.1483

0.5972
0.5251

0.7105
0.7459

0.7446
0.7164

λ/8 (λ/8)

0.4333
0.3374

0.8443
0.8365

0.9799
0.9692

0.9970
0.9962

λ/16 (λ/12)

0.6195
0.5612

0.9819
0.9733

0.9974
0.9958

~1.000
~1.000

λ/32 (λ/16)

0.9148
0.8904

0.9969
0.9954

~1.000
~1.000

~1.000
~1.000

λ/4 (λ/4)

0.1544

0.6080

0.6821

0.7059

λ/8 (λ/8)

0.3818

0.8761

0.9061

0.9945

λ/16 (λ/12)

0.6124

0.9391

0.9992

~1.000

λ/32 (λ/16)

0.9307

0.9781

~1.000

~1.000
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Hybrid FEM
(𝒏 = 𝟑)

6. Discussion
Results of the Standard and Hybrid FEM have been presented in the previous chapter for
the three distinct case studies. The capability of the Hybrid formulation to maintain solution
accuracy while reducing mesh elements and computation time is assessed and discussed in
this chapter.

6.1 Solution Accuracy
The adequacy of the solutions of the 3 case studies is monitored using the coefficient of
determination 𝑅2 , calculated as explained in section 5.1.2. For the one-dimensional problem,
𝑅2 is selected using the velocity component of the piezoelectric bar and plotted for each FEM
formulation and mesh density in Figure 6.1. For the two-dimensional problems, 𝑅2 values are
obtained for the 2 displacement and 2 velocity profiles of the kerfless array, as well as the
output voltage of the SAW device. These are also plotted for each FEM formulation and mesh
density in Figures 6.2 - 6.3 and 6.4 - 6.6, respectively.
Discrepancies are known to exist between the electric and mechanical fields due to the difference in their behavior across the piezoelectric domain and the assumptions made by the model
(such as the equivalent piezoelectric forces depending linearly on the applied voltage). For this
reason, both mechanical and electrical field variables don’t necessarily converge to the correct
solution at the same rate with mesh thickening [37]. Therefore, in case studies 2 and 3 the

selected overall 𝑅 2 of the each simulation is the lowest of all the variables. Values of 𝑅2 >
0.90 was considered the minimum threshold for an accurate solution in all cases.
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6.1.1 Case Study 1
Figures 5.1 through 5.4 show the longitudinal velocity profiles of the piezoelectric bar at
the last computational time step. The stress wave propagates in the direction of the impact
velocity, and waveforms for different mesh densities are shown. For the Standard FEM
solution, anything less than 20 elements per wavelength is not able to spatially resolve the
problem, as is evident by the serrated peaks of the wave front. Using 40 elements per wavelength still yields an error behind the wave front, growing with each time step. The Hybrid
FEM formulation improves the solution at 10 elements per wavelength, but the cumulative
error from the time step only disappears at 20 elements per wavelength, when the cutoff
number is 𝑛 = 2 or higher.
The shape functions in the Hybrid FEM formulation allowed for a faster solution convergence in the bar impact problem, as it required a minimum of 10 elements per wavelength
to achieve the desired 𝑅 2 , whereas the Standard formulation needed 40 elements per wavelength. This represents a model size reduction of 75%. The improvement in solution accuracy is not very significant at 15 elements per wavelength, with 𝑛 = 2 and 𝑛 = 3 yielding
𝑅 2 values close to 1.
The lowest element size level selected for the Hybrid simulations did not achieve the required accuracy, even at the highest wave number. This is most likely due to the fact that
the finite element continuity requirement is not being met, as there needs to be an acceptable amount of nodes at the interface between two adjacent elements. This requirement increases with higher order shape functions [30]. Since the method does not add degrees of
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freedom to the problem, but rather increases the wave number in the trigonometric enrichment terms, this threshold is to be expected.
This is a major difference between this work and the work presented by Ham and Bathe,
as additional element degrees of freedom are included in their method [14]. For instance,
considering a one-dimensional wave solution, there were 3, 5 and 7 degrees of freedom per
node when using 𝑛 = 1, 𝑛 = 2 and 𝑛 = 3, respectively. While they were able to reduce
mesh densities even further, the order of their stiffness matrices and the bandwidth of the
global system increased rapidly, most likely resulting in a higher computational time (although this was not part of their study).
The present work, however, avoids these computational issues by: (1) maintaining the same
number of degrees of freedom per node as in the Standard FEM formulation, and (2) using
explicit time integration.

Figure 6.1: 𝑅 2 values vs number of mesh elements for case study 1. Comparison between
Standard and Hybrid FEM solutions. Bar longitudinal velocity.
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6.1.2 Case Study 2
The displacement and velocity profiles of the kerfless array are shown in Figures 5.5
through 5.8 and 5.9 through 5.12, respectively, at the last time step. Only half of the top
surface is plotted, as the voltage impulse is applied on a centrally located electrode, making
the vibration response symmetric. Again, the Standard FEM cannot accurately model the
wave front with less than 20 elements per wavelength. Even at 40 elements per wavelength,
the solution yields an error behind the wave front, most evidently seen in Figures 5.5(a)
and 5.9(a). As the cutoff number increases in Hybrid FEM simulations, the former is resolved using 10 elements per wavelength, yet 20 elements per wavelength are still necessary to correct the latter for 𝑛 = 1 and 𝑛 = 2.
In the kerfless transducer array problem, the speed of convergence of the Hybrid FEM
formulation is much more significant, as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. The slope is high
as the number of elements per wavelength increases to 10 and decreases after reaching the
correct solution, while the trend of convergence of the Standard FEM remains constant for
all levels of discretization. This means that the solution can be improved further with a
denser mesh.
A minimum of 10 elements per wavelength were required to achieve optimal 𝑅 2 with 𝑛 =
2 and 𝑛 = 3, although this increased to 15 when 𝑛 = 1. The Standard formulation once
again needed at least 40 elements per wavelength. Compared to the Standard FEM computation, this signified model size reductions of 90.75% and 85.94%, respectively. The improvement in solution accuracy beyond 15 elements per wavelength was negligible for the
Hybrid formulation for all trigonometric cutoff numbers.
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The same element continuity requirement issue is observed, as any simulation with less
than 10 elements per wavelength fails to reach the correct solution regardless of the wave
number in the Hybrid shape functions and the order of Gaussian quadrature. Returning to
the study of Ham and Bathe, two-dimensional wave solutions added a total of 8, 24 and 36
degrees of freedom per node [14], increasing the model size at a much faster rate than in
the one-dimensional case. The computation time would inevitably be affected in the same
manner.
Also in this two-dimensional problem, the 𝑥-component of displacements and velocities
appear to have lower 𝑅 2 than those obtained for the 𝑧-components. This is due to the difference in phase velocities (𝑣) of piezoelectric materials, which causes the numerical period to elongate as a consequence of discretization. This is known as dispersion, and introduces a progressive error in the FEM solution that grows larger as the wave propagates
through the domain [19]. For PZT-5H, the highest 𝑣 occurs when the direction of wave
propagation and polarization displacement are the same [32].
The hybrid formulation does not seem to completely avoid numerical dispersion at lower
element sizes, while Ham and Bathe’s additional degrees of freedom did manage to successfully reduce its effect. However, this might have been as a result of simply increasing
the cutoff number.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: 𝑅 2 values vs number of mesh elements for case study 2. Comparison between
Standard and Hybrid FEM. 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: 𝑅 2 values vs number of mesh elements for case study 2. Comparison between
Standard and Hybrid FEM. 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity.
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6.1.3 Case Study 3
As in the previous case study, the displacement and velocity responses of the SAW device
were computed using both FEM formulations (see Figures 5.13 through 5.20), as well as
the electric potential values at the output IDT (Figures 5.21 and 5.22). These plots allow
for visualization of the dominant direction of wave propagation from the input port where
the electric pulse is applied, to the output port. It is important to note that for case study 3,
the discretization levels are different from previous cases to accommodate for the architectural parameters of the SAW device, facilitating both mesh node location and boundary
condition application.
Similarly to the kerfless array, the speed of convergence of the Hybrid formulation is
higher, as shown in Figures 6.4 through 6.6, with high slope as the number of elements per
wavelength increases to 8 and then slowing down before reaching the correct solution.
Additionally, the lowest element size does not yield an 𝑅 2 value higher than 0.9 with any
cutoff number because of the element continuity requirement.
The lower element sizes for the Standard FEM do not provide an accurate spatial resolution, needing 32 elements per wavelength for an acceptable 𝑅 2 . In contrast, Hybrid FEM
results reach the target waveform at 12 elements per wavelength with 𝑛 = 1 and 8 elements
per wavelength for 𝑛 = 2 and 𝑛 = 3, with no sign of dispersion. This difference might be
a consequence of fewer time steps in the computation, compared to case study 2, evidencing the growth of the numerical error with additional time steps. The model size reductions
with regards to the Standard FEM computation were of 90.75% and 85.94%, respectively.
The improvement in solution accuracy beyond 12 elements per wavelength was trivial.
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As for the output voltage response, the solution converges at a similar rate to the mechanical field variables. The Standard FEM manages to obtain reasonable results at 32 elements
per wavelength, with anything below that giving poor 𝑅 2 values and showing an increasing
cumulative error with subsequent time steps (see Figure 5.21). The Hybrid FEM yields
accurate waveforms at 8 elements per wavelength using 𝑛 = 3, and 12 elements per wavelength using 𝑛 = 1 and 𝑛 = 2.

Figure 6.4: 𝑅 2 values vs number of mesh elements for case study 3. Comparison between
Standard and Hybrid FEM. Output voltage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: 𝑅 2 values vs number of mesh elements for case study 3. Comparison between
Standard and Hybrid FEM. 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of displacement.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: 𝑅 2 values vs number of mesh elements for case study 3. Comparison between
Standard and Hybrid FEM. 𝑥-component (a) and 𝑧-component (b) of velocity.
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6.2 Computation Time
The second numerical performance indicator selected to validate the results is arguably the
most important. Even though all Hybrid FEM simulations have provided more accurate
solutions and great potential for a reduction in memory requirements, it would all be pointless if they are not significantly faster than the simulations using Standard FEM.
The following subsections discuss which discretization levels and degree of shape function
enrichment required to provide meaningful gains in simulation times as compared to the
Standard FEM. The computation time values recorded in Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 for the
bar impact, kerfless array and SAW device, respectively, were plotted against mesh element sizes.
All simulations are included in the plots of Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. However, only those
simulations that provided an acceptable solution (𝑅 2 > 0.9) are considered in the discussion, since any reduction in computational time would be pointless if the FEM solution is
inaccurate.
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6.2.1 Case Study 1
Figure 6.7 illustrates the change in computation time of each FEM simulation as the element density in the mesh is increased for the impact of the piezoelectric bar. As the level
of enrichment of the hybrid shape functions is increased, so does the computation time.
The reference value used here is 68.66 seconds, which corresponds to the Standard FEM
simulation at 40 elements per wavelength.
◦

There is a reduction of 44.12% and 14.51% in computational time for 10 and 15
elements per wavelength with 𝑛 = 1, but using 20 elements per wavelength results
in an increase of 16.09%.

◦

When 𝑛 = 2, 10 elements per wavelength provide a 17.89% improvement, while
the other two mesh sizes lengthen the simulation by 18.7% and 55.28%.

◦

No benefit is obtained using 𝑛 = 3, with increases between 21.32% and 106.14%.

Figure 6.7: Computational time vs number of mesh elements for case study 1. Comparison
between Standard and Hybrid FEM.
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6.2.2 Case Study 2
The computation times of each FEM simulation for the kerfless array are presented in Figure 6.8 below. The growth trend of time with respect to discretization level and cutoff
number is also evident here. The reference value for percentage calculations is 779.55 seconds, which is the Standard FEM simulation at 40 elements per wavelength.
◦

There is a reduction of 72.75% and 40.95% in computational time for 10 and 15
elements per wavelength with 𝑛 = 1, but using 20 elements per wavelength results
in an increase of 3.59%.

◦

When 𝑛 = 2, 10 and 15 elements per wavelength provide 59.22% and 20.73 improvements, while the other mesh size lengthens the simulation by 23.91%.

◦

Using 𝑛 = 3 only provides a 6.32% benefit at 10 elements per wavelength, with
increases of 60.47% and 157.45% for the remaining levels.

Figure 6.8: Computational time vs number of mesh elements for case study 2. Comparison
between Standard and Hybrid FEM.
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6.2.3 Case Study 3
Figure 6.9 illustrates the change in computation time of each SAW device simulation with
respect to element density in the mesh. The reference value used is 753.96 seconds, referring to the Standard FEM simulation at 32 elements per wavelength.
◦

There is a reduction of 71.06% and 36.05% in computational time for 8 and 12
elements per wavelength with 𝑛 = 1, but using 16 elements per wavelength results
in an increase of 12.97%.

◦

When 𝑛 = 2, 8 and 12 elements per wavelength provide 49.22% and 14.55 improvements, while the other mesh size lengthens the simulation by 35.40%.

◦

Using 𝑛 = 3 only provides a 6.93% benefit at 8 elements per wavelength, with
increases of 81.81% and 178.14% for the remaining levels.

Figure 6.9: Computational time vs number of mesh elements for case study 3. Comparison
between Standard and Hybrid FEM.
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6.3 Hybrid FEM Assessment
The optimal simulation parameters of the Hybrid FEM formulation have been seen to
change depending on the type of analysis. For the one-dimensional case study, using 𝑛 =
1 or 𝑛 = 2 will give an average reduction in computation time of approximately 15.7 ±2%
and both reach 𝑅 2 > 0.97. However, the former uses 15 elements per wavelength while
the latter only needs 10 elements per wavelength, showing a clear advantage with regards
to the size of the model and the memory requirements. For the two-dimensional case studies, the greatest improvement in computation time was of 41.87 ±1%, with 𝑛 = 2 and if
the elements per wavelength are kept between 8 and 10 (𝑅 2 > 0.91). At 12-15 elements
per wavelength, the time benefit falls to only 17.64 ±3%, but there is no evidence of numerical dispersion errors in the plots (𝑅 2 > 0.99). If 𝑛 = 1 is used, 12-15 elements per
wavelength provide a 38.5 ±2.5% reduction in simulation time (𝑅 2 > 0.94).
The method seems to be most effective when 𝑛 = 2, as the higher degree of the shape
functions helps with numerical dispersion, and the necessary discretization level to maintain acceptable solution accuracy is 8-10 elements per wavelength, whereas for the Standard FEM formulation this needs to be above 30 elements per wavelength. One key advantage of this Hybrid formulation is the simplicity of implementation, as no degrees of
freedom are added to the model. Therefore, only the integration of the stiffness matrices
increases in complexity, while the mesh generation and time-stepping schemes benefit
from the reduction in element number and overall model size.
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7. Conclusion
7.1 Research Summary
A hybrid finite element formulation, based on the enrichment of interpolation functions
with trigonometric terms, has been applied to wave propagation in piezoelectric media. A
review of previous developments in numerical modeling of wave propagation was made
along with a review of the fundamental theory. A FORTRAN code was built in house to
handle all steps of the finite element procedure, and a solution was modeled with the FEA
commercial software package Comsol MultiphysicsTM for comparison.
The method was applied to three wave propagation problems with different geometries,
boundary and loading conditions: the one-dimensional impact of a piezoelectric bar, the
two-dimensional response of a single-electrode kerfless ultrasound array, and the two-dimensional response of a two-port surface acoustic wave device. The numerical accuracy
and efficiency of the method were given as a function of the number of elements per wavelength in the model, as well as the degree of enrichment in the shape functions. These were
compared to conventional FEA shape functions built in the FORTRAN code, using the
ComsolTM solution as the reference value.
Mechanical (displacement and velocity components) as well as electrical (induced voltage)
field variables were computed and exported to MatlabTM for data post-processing. The hybrid formulation produced encouraging results, with good improvements in simulation
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times for 2-D analysis, while maintaining the accuracy of the solution and showing potential for significant savings in model size and memory requirements. The computational cost
change in the 1-D analysis was minor in comparison.
Further refinement of the FE code, numerical integration techniques and addition of new
element types are still necessary, since the convergence results obtained are only valid for
the specific characteristics of the models used.
The savings in computational time obtained with the hybrid interpolation functions could
be even more significant if applied to 3-D models. Most current applications of piezoelectric transducers require this level of analysis, and if parallelization of element-wise operations were added, the present concept could be developed into a viable and efficient option
for finite element analysis of vibration problems.

7.2 Future Work
The present work demonstrated the capacity of a Hybrid FEM formulation, based on adding trigonometric terms to traditional interpolation functions, to model wave propagation
in piezoelectric media. The coupling of mechanical and electric field equations was introduced, and the improvement in computational time as the result of mesh element reduction
proved to be significant. Numerous improvements could be made to the project, in order
to extend it to more intricate applications; listed in this section are some of them.
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◦

Performing simulations with different 𝜆 values for each component of motion, as
to reduce the number of mesh elements in the direction of the longest wavelength,
instead of maintaining a homogeneous element size (aspect ratio ~1) in 2-D problems. This is especially important for piezoelectric materials, due to their anisotropic nature.

◦

The numerical integration of stiffness matrices should be studied in more detail,
with the purpose of finding more optimal schemes. While successful in this method,
Gaussian quadrature was developed to approximate polynomial functions, not trigonometric functions.

◦

Extending the formulation to 3-D analysis and other element types (such as shell
and plate elements), for it is frequently necessary to model the complex behavior
of piezoelectric transducers and validate results with experimental measurements.
It is also suggested to complement the simulations with an analytical wave solution
instead of using reference values obtained with commercial software. As reliable
as these are, numerical solutions always carry errors.

◦

Analyzing the interaction with metallic structures or fluid media, as well as composite materials [19, 20, 25, 28, 36]. This commonly involves the development of
programs which interface with existing FEA packages: while the former introduce
alternative interpolation models with user-defined elements and solvers, the latter
take care of pre- (data initialization, meshing, application of boundary conditions
and loads) and post- (data plots) processing.
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Appendix

Table A.1: Symmetry, Structure, Independent Stiffness Constants and Classes of Anisotropic Crystal Systems (1/2) [32]
System

Orthorhombic

Monoclinic

Triclinic

Lattice Structure

Symmetry

Ind. 𝒄𝑬𝒊𝒋𝒌𝒍

Classes

3 twofold axes
of rotation
or
1 twofold axis of
rotation and two
mirror planes

9

222

9

mm2

9

mmm

13

2

13

m

13

2/m

21

1

21

1

1 twofold axis of
rotation
or
1 mirror plane

None
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Table A.2: Symmetry, Structure, Independent Stiffness Constants and Classes of Anisotropic Crystal Systems (2/2) [32]
System

Cubic

Hexagonal

Trigonal

Tetragonal

Lattice Structure

Symmetry

Ind. 𝒄𝑬𝒊𝒋𝒌𝒍

Classes

3

23 ; 43m

3

m3 ; 432 ; m3m

5

6

5

6

5

6/m ; 6/mmm

5

622

5

6mm

5

6m2

7

3

7

3

6

32

6

3m

6

3m

7

4

7

4

7

4/m

7

422

6

4mm

6

42m

6

4/mmm

4 threefold axes
of rotation

1 sixfold axis of
rotation

1 threefold axis
of rotation

1 fourfold axis
of rotation
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Table A.3: Abscissae and weights for sample low-order Gauss quadrature rules [30]
Points, 𝒏

Abscisae, 𝒙𝒊

Weights, 𝒘𝒊

1

0

2

2

±√

1
3

1
8
9

0
3
±√

5
9

3
5

3 2 6
±√ − √
7 7 5

18 − √30
36

3 2 6
±√ + √
7 7 5

18 + √30
36

0

128
225

3 2 6
±√ − √
7 7 5

322 − 13√70
900

3 2 6
±√ + √
7 7 5

322 + 13√70
900

4

5

𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑛:

∫ 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ) ≈ ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 )
𝑎

𝑃𝑛 (𝑥) =

𝑛

∞

𝑏

𝑖=1

1
𝑑𝑡
∮
2𝜋𝑖 𝑡 𝑛+1 √1 − 2𝑡𝑥 + 𝑟 2
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;

𝑤𝑖 =

𝑖=1

2
(1 −

𝑥𝑖2 )[𝑃𝑛′ (𝑥𝑖 )]2

Table A.4: Effective elastic constants 𝐶̅ for class 4mm and ultrasonic phase velocities 𝑉 for
the piezoelectric ceramic PZT-5H [38]
Mode
No.

Propagation
direction

Polarization
displacement

Wave
type

Eff. Elastic Stiffness
Coeff. (𝑵/𝒎𝟐 )

Phase velocity
̅
𝑪 = 𝝆𝑽𝟐 (𝒎/𝒔)

[100]

L

𝐸
𝐶11

3922.7

[010]

S

𝐸
𝐶66

1767.6

3

[001]

S

2
𝑆
𝐷
𝐸
𝐶44
= 𝐶44
+ 𝑒15
/4𝜀11

2209.5

4

[100]

S

𝐸
𝐶44

1651.7

[001]

L

𝑆
𝐷
𝐸
2
𝐶33
= 𝐶33
+ 𝑒33
/4𝜀33

4293.6

1
2

[100]

[001]
5
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FORTRAN Case Study 1 Program

PROGRAM RodImpact
USE FEM1
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
!##-- INITIALIZATION AND INPUT VARIABLES --##!
REAL(iwp) :: c33,e33,eps33,rho,elas_mat,diel_mat,piezo_mat
REAL(iwp) :: l_beam,w_beam,h_beam,vel_beam,tstep_beam,tcomp_beam

! Material Tensors
! Beam Impact

REAL(iwp) :: el_size,wv_lgt
! Discretization
INTEGER ::
dsc_lvl,nel_z,nel_mesh,nod_z,nod_mesh,i,j,n_dim,n_nod,mec_dof,elec_dof,glob_dof,nod_fix,nod_grd,nod
_imp
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE :: nod_num(:),nod_con(:,:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: coord_z(:),coord_nod(:),coord_el(:,:),coord(:,:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: mass_mat(:,:,:),stiffuu_mat(:,:,:),stiffuv_mat(:,:,:),stiffvv_mat(:,:,:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: globmass(:),inglobmass(:),globdisp(:),globvel(:),globpot(:)
REAL(iwp) :: t_max,t_step,t1,t2
INTEGER :: t_nod,t_volt,t
c33 = 11.7436e10_iwp
eps33 = 1.26934e-8_iwp
e33 = 23.2403_iwp
rho = 7500.0_iwp

! Time-Marching Scheme

! Elastic Coefficient [Pa]
! Dielectric Constant [F/m]
! Coupling Coefficient [C/m^2]
! Density [kg/m^3]

elas_mat = c33
diel_mat = eps33
piezo_mat = e33
l_beam = 2.0e-3_iwp
w_beam = 5.0e-5_iwp
h_beam = 5.0e-5_iwp
vel_beam = 1.0e-3_iwp
tstep_beam = 1.0e-9_iwp
tcomp_beam = 1.0e-7_iwp
wv_lgt = 1.25e-4_iwp

! Beam Length [m]
! Beam Width [m]
! Beam Height [m]
! Velocity of Impact [m/s]
! Time Step [s]
! Time of Computation [s]
! Wave Length [m]

t_max = tcomp_beam; t_step = tstep_beam
!##-- DISCRETIZATION (MESHING) --##!
dsc_lvl = 40
el_size = wv_lgt/dsc_lvl
nel_z = NINT(l_beam/el_size)
nel_mesh = nel_z
nod_z = nel_z + 1
nod_mesh = nod_z

! Discretization Input (CHANGE EVERY RUN)
! Element Size [m]
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n_dim = 1; n_nod = 2; mec_dof = n_dim*n_nod; elec_dof = n_nod; glob_dof = (n_dim+1)*nod_mesh
ALLOCATE(coord_z(nod_z))
coordz: DO i = 1,nod_z
coord_z(i) = (i-1)*el_size
END DO coordz

! Z Coordinates of Nodes in Mesh

ALLOCATE(coord_nod(nod_mesh))
coord_nod = coord_z
ALLOCATE(nod_num(nod_mesh))
nodesnum: DO j = 1,nod_mesh
nod_num(j) = j
END DO nodesnum

! Node Numbers in Mesh (Z-direction)

ALLOCATE(nod_con(nel_mesh,2))
nodeconnect: DO i = 1,nel_mesh
nod_con(i,1) = i
nod_con(i,2) = i+1
END DO nodeconnect

! Node Connectivity per Element

ALLOCATE(coord_el(nel_mesh,2))
coordel: DO i = 1,nel_mesh
coord_el(i,1) = coord_nod(i)
coord_el(i,2) = coord_nod(i+1)
END DO coordel

! Coordinate Connectivity per Element

!##-- ASSEMBLY OF ELEMENT MATRICES --##!
ALLOCATE(coord(2,1))
ALLOCATE(mass_mat(mec_dof,mec_dof,nel_mesh))

! Sample Element Coordinates
! Element Mass Matrices

elmassmat: DO i = 1,nel_mesh
coord(1,1) = coord_el(i,1); coord(2,1) = coord_el(i,2)
mass_mat(:,:,i) = mmuu(mec_dof,rho,h_beam,w_beam,coord)
END DO elmassmat
ALLOCATE(stiffuu_mat(mec_dof,mec_dof,nel_mesh))
ALLOCATE(stiffuv_mat(mec_dof,elec_dof,nel_mesh))
ALLOCATE(stiffvv_mat(elec_dof,elec_dof,nel_mesh))

! Element Stiffness Matrices

DO i = 1,nel_mesh
coord(1,1) = coord_el(i,1); coord(2,1) = coord_el(i,2)
stiffuu_mat(:,:,i) = kmuu(mec_dof,elas_mat,h_beam,w_beam,coord)
stiffuv_mat(:,:,i) = kmuv(mec_dof,elec_dof,piezo_mat,h_beam,w_beam,coord)
stiffvv_mat(:,:,i) = kmvv(elec_dof,diel_mat,h_beam,w_beam,coord)
END DO
!##-- BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND LOADS --##!
nod_imp = 1
nod_fix = nod_mesh
nod_grd = nod_mesh

! Node Numbers of BC's and Loads

END PROGRAM RodImpact
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PROGRAM KerflessArray
USE FEM2
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
!##-- INITIALIZATION AND INPUT VARIABLES --##!
REAL(iwp) :: c11,c13,c33,c55,e31,e33,e15,eps11,eps33,rho
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(3,3) :: elas_mat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,2) :: diel_mat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,3) :: piezo_mat

! Material Tensors

REAL(iwp) :: w_kerf,h_kerf,welec_kerf,volt_kerf,freq_kerf,per_kerf,tstep_kerf,tcomp_kerf
fless Array

! Ker-

REAL(iwp) :: el_size,wv_lgt,dsc_lvl
! Discretization and BC's
INTEGER ::
nel_x,nel_z,nel_mesh,nod_x,nod_z,nod_mesh,i,j,ni,n_dim,n_nod,mec_dof,elec_dof,glob_dof,el_elec,nod_
elec
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE :: nod_num(:,:),nod_con(:,:),nod_fix(:),nod_grd(:),nod_volt(:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: coord_x(:),coord_z(:),coord_nod(:,:),coord_el(:,:),coord(:,:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: mass_mat(:,:,:),stiffuu_mat(:,:,:),stiffuv_mat(:,:,:),stiffvv_mat(:,:,:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: globmass(:),inglobmass(:),globdisp(:),globvel(:),globpot(:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: volt_in(:)
! Input Voltage Function
REAL(iwp) :: t_max,t_step,t1,t2,t_vin
INTEGER :: t_nod,t_volt,t
c11 = 12.7205e10_iwp
c13 = 8.46702e10_iwp
c33 = 11.7436e10_iwp
c55 = 2.29885e10_iwp
eps11 = 1.50911e-8_iwp
eps33 = 1.26934e-8_iwp
e31 = -6.62281_iwp
e33 = 23.2403_iwp
e15 = 17.0345_iwp
rho = 7500.0_iwp

! Time-Marching Scheme

! Elastic Coefficients [Pa]

! Dielectric Constants [F/m]
! Coupling Coefficients [C/m^2]

! Density [kg/m^3]

elas_mat = RESHAPE((/c11,c13,0.0_iwp,c13,c33,0.0_iwp,0.0_iwp,0.0_iwp,c55/),(/3,3/))
diel_mat = RESHAPE((/eps11,0.0_iwp,0.0_iwp,eps33/),(/2,2/))
piezo_mat = RESHAPE((/0.0_iwp,e31,0.0_iwp,e33,e15,0.0_iwp/),(/2,3/))
w_kerf = 2.4e-3_iwp
h_kerf = 48.0e-6_iwp
welec_kerf = 24.0e-6_iwp
volt_kerf = 1.0_iwp
freq_kerf = 40.0e6_iwp
per_kerf = 1.0_iwp/freq_kerf
tstep_kerf = per_kerf/25.0_iwp

! Substrate Width [m]
! Substrate Height [m]
! Electrode Width [m]
! Amplitude of Voltage Signal [V]
! Frequency of Voltage Signal [Hz]
! Period of Voltage Signal [s]
! Time Step [s]
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tcomp_kerf = 10.0_iwp*per_kerf
wv_lgt = 1.2e-4_iwp

! Time of Computation [s]
! Wave Length [m]

t_max = tcomp_kerf; t_step = tstep_kerf; t_vin = per_kerf
t_nod = NINT(t_max/t_step)+1; t_volt = NINT(t_vin/t_step)+1
!##-- DISCRETIZATION (MESHING) --##!
dsc_lvl = 40.0_iwp
el_size = wv_lgt/dsc_lvl
nel_x = NINT(w_kerf/el_size)
nel_z = NINT(h_kerf/el_size)
nel_mesh = nel_x*nel_z
nod_x = nel_x+1
nod_z = nel_z+1
nod_mesh = nod_x*nod_z

! Discretization Input (CHANGE EVERY RUN)
! Element Size [m]

n_dim = 2; n_nod = 4; mec_dof = n_dim*n_nod; elec_dof = n_nod; glob_dof = (n_dim+1)*nod_mesh
ALLOCATE(coord_x(nod_x))
coordx: DO i = 1,nod_x
coord_x(i) = (i-1)*el_size
END DO coordx

! X Coordinates of Nodes in Mesh

ALLOCATE(coord_z(nod_z))
coordz: DO j = 1,nod_z
coord_z(j) = h_kerf - (j-1)*el_size
END DO coordz

! Z Coordinates of Nodes in Mesh

ALLOCATE(coord_nod(nod_mesh,2))
! (X,Z) Coordinates in Mesh by Node Number
coordmesh1: DO i = 1,nod_x
coordmesh2: DO j = 1,nod_z
coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j,1) = coord_x(i)
coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j,2) = coord_z(j)
END DO coordmesh2
END DO coordmesh1
ALLOCATE(nod_num(nod_z,nod_x))
ni = 1
nodesnumx: DO j = 1,nod_x
nodesnumy: DO i = 1,nod_z
nod_num(i,j) = ni
ni = ni + 1
END DO nodesnumy
END DO nodesnumx

! Node Numbers in Mesh (Y-direction)

ALLOCATE(nod_con(nel_mesh,4))
! Node Connectivity per Element
nodeconnect1: DO i = 1,nel_x
nodeconnect2: DO j = 1,nel_z
nod_con(nel_z*(i-1)+j,1) = nod_z*(i-1)+j+1
nod_con(nel_z*(i-1)+j,2) = nod_z*(i-1)+j
nod_con(nel_z*(i-1)+j,3) = nod_z*(i)+j
nod_con(nel_z*(i-1)+j,4) = nod_z*(i)+j+1
END DO nodeconnect2
END DO nodeconnect1
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ALLOCATE(coord_el(nel_mesh,8))
! Coordinate Connectivity per Element
coordel1: DO i = 1,nel_x
coordel2: DO j = 1,nel_z
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,1) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j+1,1)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,2) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j+1,2)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,3) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j,1)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,4) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j,2)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,5) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i)+j,1)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,6) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i)+j,2)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,7) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i)+j+1,1)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,8) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i)+j+1,2)
END DO coordel2
END DO coordel1
!##-- ASSEMBLY OF ELEMENT MATRICES --##!
ALLOCATE(mass_mat(mec_dof,mec_dof,nel_mesh))
elmassmat: DO i = 1,nel_mesh
mass_mat(:,:,i) = mmuu(mec_dof,rho,el_size)
END DO elmassmat

! Element Mass Matrices

ALLOCATE(stiffuu_mat(mec_dof,mec_dof,nel_mesh))
ALLOCATE(stiffuv_mat(mec_dof,elec_dof,nel_mesh))
ALLOCATE(stiffvv_mat(elec_dof,elec_dof,nel_mesh))

! Element Stiffness Matrices

ALLOCATE(coord(4,2))

! Sample Element Coordinates

elstiffmat: DO i = 1,nel_mesh
coord(1,1) = coord_el(i,1); coord(1,2) = coord_el(i,2)
coord(2,1) = coord_el(i,3); coord(2,2) = coord_el(i,4)
coord(3,1) = coord_el(i,5); coord(3,2) = coord_el(i,6)
coord(4,1) = coord_el(i,7); coord(4,2) = coord_el(i,8)
stiffuu_mat(:,:,i) = kmuu(mec_dof,elas_mat,coord)
stiffuv_mat(:,:,i) = kmuv(mec_dof,elec_dof,piezo_mat,coord)
stiffvv_mat(:,:,i) = kmvv(elec_dof,diel_mat,coord)
END DO elstiffmat
!##-- BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND LOADS --##!
el_elec = NINT(welec_kerf/el_size)
! Node Numbers of BC's and Loads
nod_elec = el_elec+1
ALLOCATE(nod_fix(nod_x),nod_grd(nod_x),nod_volt(nod_elec))
nodesfixedground: DO i = 1,nod_x
nod_fix(i) = nod_z*i
nod_grd(i) = nod_z*i
END DO nodesfixedground
nodeselec: DO j = 1,nod_elec
nod_volt(j) = (NINT((w_kerf-welec_kerf)/(2*el_size))+(j-1))*(nod_z)+1
END DO nodeselec
ALLOCATE(volt_in(t_volt))
! Input Voltage Function
inputvoltage: DO i = 1,t_volt
volt_in(i) = volt_kerf*SIN(2*3.14159265_iwp*freq_kerf*(t_step*(i-1)))
END DO inputvoltage
END PROGRAM KerflessArray
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PROGRAM SAWDevice
USE FEM2
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15)

!##-- INITIALIZATION AND INPUT VARIABLES --##!
REAL(iwp) :: c11,c13,c33,c55,e31,e33,e15,eps11,eps33,rho
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(3,3) :: elas_mat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,2) :: diel_mat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,3) :: piezo_mat

! Material Tensors

REAL(iwp) :: v_ray,freq_saw,welec_saw,port_saw,pitch_saw,horiz_saw,h_saw,w_saw,per_saw,volt_saw
! SAW Device
REAL(iwp) :: el_size,wv_lgt
! Discretization and BC's
INTEGER ::
dsc_lvl,nel_x,nel_z,nel_mesh,nod_x,nod_z,nod_mesh,i,j,k,ni,ip,n_dim,n_nod,mec_dof,elec_dof,glob_dof,e
l_elec,nod_elec
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE :: nod_num(:,:),nod_con(:,:),nod_grd(:),nod_vin(:),nod_vout(:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: coord_x(:),coord_z(:),coord_nod(:,:),coord_el(:,:),coord(:,:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: mass_mat(:,:,:),stiffuu_mat(:,:,:),stiffuv_mat(:,:,:),stiffvv_mat(:,:,:) !Element Matrices
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: globmass(:),inglobmass(:),globdisp(:),globvel(:),globpot(:)
REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE :: volt_in(:)
! Input Voltage Function
REAL(iwp) :: t_max,t_step,t1,t2,t_vin,
INTEGER :: t_nod,t_volt,t
c11 = 12.7205e10_iwp
c13 = 8.46702e10_iwp
c33 = 11.7436e10_iwp
c55 = 2.29885e10_iwp
eps11 = 1.50911e-8_iwp
eps33 = 1.26934e-8_iwp
e31 = -6.62281_iwp
e33 = 23.2403_iwp
e15 = 17.0345_iwp
rho = 7500.0_iwp

! Time-Marching Scheme

! Elastic Coefficients [Pa]

! Dielectric Constants [F/m]
! Coupling Coefficients [C/m^2]

! Density [kg/m^3]

elas_mat = RESHAPE((/c11,c13,0.0_iwp,c13,c33,0.0_iwp,0.0_iwp,0.0_iwp,c55/),(/3,3/))
diel_mat = RESHAPE((/eps11,0.0_iwp,0.0_iwp,eps33/),(/2,2/))
piezo_mat = RESHAPE((/0.0_iwp,e31,0.0_iwp,e33,e15,0.0_iwp/),(/2,3/))
v_ray = 4600.0_iwp
freq_saw = 40.e6_iwp
wv_lgt = v_ray/freq_saw

! Rayleigh Wave Velocity [m/s]
! Target Frequency [Hz]
! Target Wavelength [m]
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welec_saw = wv_lgt/4.0_iwp
port_saw = 3.0_iwp*wv_lgt
pitch_saw = 4.0_iwp*welec_saw
horiz_saw = 4.0_iwp*wv_lgt
h_saw = 4.0_iwp*wv_lgt
w_saw = (2.0_iwp*horiz_saw)+port_saw+(22.0_iwp*welec_saw)
per_saw = 1.0_iwp/freq_saw
t_step = per_saw/50.0_iwp
volt_saw = 10.0_iwp
t_max = 4.0_iwp*per_saw

! Electrode Width [m]
! Gap between Ports [m]
! Pitch of Electrodes [m]
! Horizontal Distance to Wall [m]
! Substrate Height [m]
! Substrate Width [m]
! Period [s]
! Time Step [s]
! Amplitude of Voltage Signal [V]
! Time of Computation [s]

t_vin = per_saw
t_nod = NINT(t_max/t_step)+1; t_volt = NINT(t_vin/t_step)+1

!##-- DISCRETIZATION (MESHING) --##!
dsc_lvl = 32
el_size = wv_lgt/dsc_lvl
nel_x = NINT(w_saw/el_size)
nel_z = NINT(h_saw/el_size)
nel_mesh = nel_x*nel_z
nod_x = nel_x+1
nod_z = nel_z+1
nod_mesh = nod_x*nod_z

! Discretization Input (CHANGE EVERY RUN)
! Element Size [m]

n_dim = 2; n_nod = 4; mec_dof = n_dim*n_nod; elec_dof = n_nod; glob_dof = (n_dim+1)*nod_mesh
ALLOCATE(coord_x(nod_x))
coordx: DO i = 1,nod_x
coord_x(i) = (i-1)*el_size
END DO coordx

! X Coordinates of Nodes in Mesh

ALLOCATE(coord_z(nod_z))
coordz: DO j = 1,nod_z
coord_z(j) = h_saw - (j-1)*el_size
END DO coordz

! Z Coordinates of Nodes in Mesh

ALLOCATE(coord_nod(nod_mesh,2))
! (X,Z) Coordinates in Mesh by Node Number
coordmesh1: DO i = 1,nod_x
coordmesh2: DO j = 1,nod_z
coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j,1) = coord_x(i)
coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j,2) = coord_z(j)
END DO coordmesh2
END DO coordmesh1
ALLOCATE(nod_num(nod_z,nod_x))
ni = 1
nodesnumx: DO j = 1,nod_x
nodesnumy: DO i = 1,nod_z
nod_num(i,j) = ni
ni = ni + 1
END DO nodesnumy
END DO nodesnumx
ALLOCATE(nod_con(nel_mesh,4))

! Node Numbers in Mesh (Y-direction)

! Node Connectivity per Element
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nodeconnect1: DO i = 1,nel_x
nodeconnect2: DO j = 1,nel_z
nod_con(nel_z*(i-1)+j,1) = nod_z*(i-1)+j+1
nod_con(nel_z*(i-1)+j,2) = nod_z*(i-1)+j
nod_con(nel_z*(i-1)+j,3) = nod_z*(i)+j
nod_con(nel_z*(i-1)+j,4) = nod_z*(i)+j+1
END DO nodeconnect2
END DO nodeconnect1
ALLOCATE(coord_el(nel_mesh,8))
! Coordinate Connectivity per Element
coordel1: DO i = 1,nel_x
coordel2: DO j = 1,nel_z
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,1) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j+1,1)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,2) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j+1,2)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,3) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j,1)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,4) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i-1)+j,2)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,5) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i)+j,1)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,6) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i)+j,2)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,7) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i)+j+1,1)
coord_el(nel_z*(i-1)+j,8) = coord_nod(nod_z*(i)+j+1,2)
END DO coordel2
END DO coordel1

!##-- ASSEMBLY OF ELEMENT MATRICES --##!
ALLOCATE(mass_mat(mec_dof,mec_dof,nel_mesh))

! Element Mass Matrices

elmassmat: DO i = 1,nel_mesh
mass_mat(:,:,i) = mmuu(mec_dof,rho,el_size)
END DO elmassmat
ALLOCATE(stiffuu_mat(mec_dof,mec_dof,nel_mesh))
ALLOCATE(stiffuv_mat(mec_dof,elec_dof,nel_mesh))
ALLOCATE(stiffvv_mat(elec_dof,elec_dof,nel_mesh))
ALLOCATE(coord(4,2))

! Element Stiffness Matrices

! Sample Element Coordinates

elstiffmat: DO i = 1,nel_mesh
coord(1,1) = coord_el(i,1); coord(1,2) = coord_el(i,2)
coord(2,1) = coord_el(i,3); coord(2,2) = coord_el(i,4)
coord(3,1) = coord_el(i,5); coord(3,2) = coord_el(i,6)
coord(4,1) = coord_el(i,7); coord(4,2) = coord_el(i,8)
stiffuu_mat(:,:,i) = kmuu(mec_dof,elas_mat,coord)
stiffuv_mat(:,:,i) = kmuv(mec_dof,elec_dof,piezo_mat,coord)
stiffvv_mat(:,:,i) = kmvv(elec_dof,diel_mat,coord)
END DO elstiffmat

!##-- BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND LOADS --##!
el_elec = NINT(welec_saw/el_size)
nod_elec = el_elec + 1

! Node Numbers of BC's and Loads
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ALLOCATE(nod_vin(3*nod_elec),nod_vout(3*nod_elec),nod_grd(6*nod_elec))
nodesvin1: DO i = 1,nod_elec
nod_vin(i) = (NINT(horiz_saw/el_size)+(i-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesvin1
nodesvin2: DO i = nod_elec+1,2*nod_elec
nod_vin(i) = (NINT((horiz_saw + 4*welec_saw)/el_size)+(i-nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesvin2
nodesvin3: DO i = 2*nod_elec+1,3*nod_elec
nod_vin(i) = (NINT((horiz_saw + 8*welec_saw)/el_size)+(i-2*nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesvin3
nodesvout1: DO j = 1,nod_elec
nod_vout(j) = (NINT((w_saw - horiz_saw - 11*welec_saw)/el_size)+(j-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesvout1
nodesvout2: DO j = nod_elec+1,2*nod_elec
nod_vout(j) = (NINT((w_saw - horiz_saw - 7*welec_saw)/el_size)+(j-nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesvout2
nodesvout3: DO j = 2*nod_elec+1,3*nod_elec
nod_vout(j) = (NINT((w_saw - horiz_saw - 3*welec_saw)/el_size)+(j-2*nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesvout3
nodesground1: DO k = 1,nod_elec
nod_grd(k) = (NINT((horiz_saw + 2*welec_saw)/el_size)+(k-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesground1
nodesground2: DO k = nod_elec+1,2*nod_elec
nod_grd(k) = (NINT((horiz_saw + 6*welec_saw)/el_size)+(k-nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesground2
nodesground3: DO k = 2*nod_elec+1,3*nod_elec
nod_grd(k) = (NINT((horiz_saw + 10*welec_saw)/el_size)+(k-2*nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesground3
nodesground4: DO k = 3*nod_elec+1,4*nod_elec
nod_grd(k) = (NINT((w_saw - horiz_saw - 9*welec_saw)/el_size)+(k-3*nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesground4
nodesground5: DO k = 4*nod_elec+1,5*nod_elec
nod_grd(k) = (NINT((w_saw - horiz_saw - 5*welec_saw)/el_size)+(k-4*nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesground5
nodesground6: DO k = 5*nod_elec+1,6*nod_elec
nod_grd(k) = (NINT((w_saw - horiz_saw - welec_saw)/el_size)+(k-5*nod_elec-1))*(nod_z) + 1
END DO nodesground6
ALLOCATE(volt_in(t_volt))
! Input Voltage Function
inputvoltage: DO i = 1,t_volt
volt_in(i) = volt_saw*SIN(2*3.14159265_iwp*freq_saw*(t_step*(i-1)))
END DO inputvoltage

END PROGRAM SAWDevice
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FORTRAN 2-D FEM Module

MODULE FEM2
CONTAINS
!-- MASS MATRIX (LUMPED) --!
FUNCTION mmuu(mec_dof,rho,el_size)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: mec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: rho
! Material Density
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: el_size
! Element Size
INTEGER :: i
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(mec_dof,mec_dof) :: mm,mmuu
mm = 0.0_iwp
DO i = 1,mec_dof
mm(i,i) = mm(i,i)+0.25_iwp*rho*el_size*el_size
END DO
mmuu = mm
END FUNCTION mmuu
!-- STIFFNESS MATRICES (STANDARD FEM) --!
FUNCTION kmuu(mec_dof,elas_mat,coord)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: mec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: elas_mat(3,3)
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(4,2)
! Element Coordinates
INTEGER :: ip,j
REAL(iwp) :: eta,xi,etam,etap,xim,xip,detjac,root3
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(4,2) :: points
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,4) :: der,bee
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,2) :: jac,invjac
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(3,8) :: shapeu_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(mec_dof,mec_dof) :: kuu,kmuu
kuu = 0.0_iwp
root3 = 1.0_iwp/SQRT(3.0_iwp)
points(1,1) = -root3; points(1,2) = -root3
points(2,1) = -root3; points(2,2) = root3
points(3,1) = root3; points(3,2) = root3
points(4,1) = root3; points(4,2) = -root3
gausspoints: DO ip = 1,4
xi = points(ip,1); eta = points(ip,2)

! 2-Point Gauss Quadrature

! Numerical Integration
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etam = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-eta); etap = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+eta); xim = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-xi); xip =
0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+xi)
der(1,1) = -etam; der(1,2) = -etap; der(1,3) = etap; der(1,4) = etam
der(2,1) = -xim; der(2,2) = xim; der(2,3) = xip; der(2,4) = -xip
jac = MATMUL(der,coord)
detjac = jac(1,1)*jac(2,2) - jac(1,2)*jac(2,1)
invjac(1,1) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(2,2); invjac(2,2) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,1)
invjac(1,2) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2); invjac(2,1) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2)
bee = MATMUL(invjac,der)
shapeu_dmat = 0.0_iwp
shapeudmat: DO j = 1,4
shapeu_dmat(1,2*j-1) = bee(1,j)
shapeu_dmat(2,2*j) = bee(2,j)
shapeu_dmat(3,2*j-1) = bee(2,j)
shapeu_dmat(3,2*j) = bee(1,j)
END DO shapeudmat

! Mechanical Shape Function Derivative

kuu = kuu + detjac*MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapeu_dmat),elas_mat),shapeu_dmat)
END DO gausspoints
kmuu = kuu
RETURN
END FUNCTION kmuu
!-- ################################# --!
FUNCTION kmuv(mec_dof,elec_dof,piezo_mat,coord)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: mec_dof,elec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: piezo_mat(2,3)
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(4,2)
! Element Coordinates
INTEGER :: ip,j
REAL(iwp) :: eta,xi,etam,etap,xim,xip,detjac,root3
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(4,2) :: points
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,4) :: der,bee,shapev_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,2) :: jac,invjac
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(3,8) :: shapeu_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(mec_dof,elec_dof) :: kuv,kmuv
kuv = 0.0_iwp
root3 = 1.0_iwp/SQRT(3.0_iwp)
points(1,1) = -root3; points(1,2) = -root3
points(2,1) = -root3; points(2,2) = root3
points(3,1) = root3; points(3,2) = root3
points(4,1) = root3; points(4,2) = -root3
gausspoints: DO ip = 1,4
xi = points(ip,1); eta = points(ip,2)

! 2-Point Gauss Quadrature

! Numerical Integration
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etam = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-eta); etap = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+eta); xim = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-xi); xip =
0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+xi)
der(1,1) = -etam; der(1,2) = -etap; der(1,3) = etap; der(1,4) = etam
der(2,1) = -xim; der(2,2) = xim; der(2,3) = xip; der(2,4) = -xip
jac = MATMUL(der,coord)
detjac = jac(1,1)*jac(2,2) - jac(1,2)*jac(2,1)
invjac(1,1) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(2,2); invjac(2,2) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,1)
invjac(1,2) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2); invjac(2,1) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2)
bee = MATMUL(invjac,der)
shapeu_dmat = 0.0_iwp
shapeudmat: DO j = 1,4
shapeu_dmat(1,2*j-1) = bee(1,j)
shapeu_dmat(2,2*j) = bee(2,j)
shapeu_dmat(3,2*j-1) = bee(2,j)
shapeu_dmat(3,2*j) = bee(1,j)
END DO shapeudmat
shapev_dmat = bee

! Mechanical Shape Function Derivative

! Electric Shape Function Derivative

kuv = kuv + detjac*MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapeu_dmat),TRANSPOSE(piezo_mat)),shapev_dmat)
END DO gausspoints
kmuv = kuv
RETURN
END FUNCTION kmuv
!-- ################################# --!
FUNCTION kmvv(elec_dof,diel_mat,coord)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: elec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: diel_mat(2,2)
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(4,2)
! Element Coordinates
INTEGER :: ip
REAL(iwp) :: eta,xi,etam,etap,xim,xip,detjac,root3
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(4,2) :: points
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,4) :: der,bee,shapev_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,2) :: jac,invjac
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(elec_dof,elec_dof) :: kvv,kmvv
kvv = 0.0_iwp
root3 = 1.0_iwp/SQRT(3.0_iwp)
points(1,1) = -root3; points(1,2) = -root3
points(2,1) = -root3; points(2,2) = root3
points(3,1) = root3; points(3,2) = root3
points(4,1) = root3; points(4,2) = -root3

! 2-Point Gauss Quadrature
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gausspoints: DO ip = 1,4
! Numerical Integration
xi = points(ip,1); eta = points(ip,2)
etam = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-eta); etap = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+eta); xim = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-xi); xip =
0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+xi)
der(1,1) = -etam; der(1,2) = -etap; der(1,3) = etap; der(1,4) = etam
der(2,1) = -xim; der(2,2) = xim; der(2,3) = xip; der(2,4) = -xip
jac = MATMUL(der,coord)
detjac = jac(1,1)*jac(2,2) - jac(1,2)*jac(2,1)
invjac(1,1) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(2,2); invjac(2,2) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,1)
invjac(1,2) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2); invjac(2,1) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2)
bee = MATMUL(invjac,der)
shapev_dmat = bee

! Electric Shape Function Derivative

kvv = kvv + detjac*MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapev_dmat),diel_mat),shapev_dmat)
END DO gausspoints
kmvv = kvv
RETURN
END FUNCTION kmvv
!-- STIFFNESS MATRICES (HYBRID FEM) --!
FUNCTION hkmuu(mec_dof,elas_mat,coord,d_xz,wv_no)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: mec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: elas_mat(3,3)
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(4,2)
! Element Coordinates
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: d_xz
! Element Size
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: wv_no
! Wave Number for Trigonometric Shape Function
INTEGER :: ip,i,j,k
REAL(iwp) :: eta,xi,etam,etap,xim,xip,detjac
REAL(iwp) :: cos1,cos2,cos3,sin1,sin2,sin3,x_mid,z_mid,trig,dtrig_xi,dtrig_eta
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(9) :: abscissae,weight
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(81,2) :: points
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,4) :: der,bee
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,2) :: jac,invjac
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(3,8) :: shapeu_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(mec_dof,mec_dof) :: kuu,kmuu
kuu = 0.0_iwp
x_mid = coord(1,1) + d_xz; z_mid = coord(1,2) + d_xz
abscissae(1) = 0.0000000000000000; weight(1) = 0.3302393550012598 ! 9-Point Gauss Quadrature
abscissae(2) = -0.8360311073266358; weight(2) = 0.180648160694857
abscissae(3) = 0.8360311073266358; weight(3) = 0.180648160694857
abscissae(4) = -0.9681602395076261; weight(4) = 0.0812743883615744
abscissae(5) = 0.9681602395076261; weight(5) = 0.0812743883615744
abscissae(6) = -0.3242534234038089; weight(6) = 0.3123470770400029
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abscissae(7) = 0.3242534234038089; weight(7) = 0.3123470770400029
abscissae(8) = -0.6133714327005904; weight(8) = 0.2606106964029354
abscissae(9) = 0.6133714327005904; weight(9) = 0.2606106964029354
DO i = 1,9
DO j = 1,9
points(i*j,1) = abscissae(i);
points(i*j,2) = abscissae(j);
END DO
END DO
gausspoints: DO ip = 1,81
! Numerical Integration
xi = points(ip,1); eta = points(ip,2)
etam = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-eta); etap = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+eta)
xim = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-xi); xip = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+xi)
cos1 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*x_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*xi) )
cos2 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*z_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*eta) )
cos3 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid+z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi+eta)) )
cos4 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid-z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi-eta)) )
sin1 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*x_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*xi) )
sin2 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*z_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*eta) )
sin3 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid+z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi+eta)) )
sin4 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid-z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi-eta)) )
trig = 0.0_iwp; dtrig_xi = 0.0_iwp; d_trig_eta = 0.0_iwp
DO k = 1,wv_no
trig = cos1+sin1+cos2+sin2+cos3+sin3+cos4+sin4
dtrig_xi = (2*pi*wv_no)*(-sin1+cos1-sin3+cos3-sin4+cos4)
dtrig_eta = (2*pi*wv_no)*(-sin2+cos2-sin3+cos3+sin4-cos4)
END DO
der(1,1) = -etam*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_xi; der(1,2) = -etap*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_xi
der(1,3) = etap*trig + 4.0_iwp*xip*etap*dtrig_xi; der(1,4) = etam*trig + 4.0_iwp*xip*etam*dtrig_xi
der(2,1) = -xim*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_eta; der(2,2) = xim*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_eta
der(2,3) = xip*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_eta; der(2,4) = -xip*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_eta
jac = MATMUL(der,coord)
detjac = jac(1,1)*jac(2,2) - jac(1,2)*jac(2,1)
invjac(1,1) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(2,2); invjac(2,2) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,1)
invjac(1,2) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2); invjac(2,1) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2)
bee = MATMUL(invjac,der)
shapeu_dmat = 0.0_iwp
shapeudmat: DO j = 1,4
shapeu_dmat(1,2*j-1) = bee(1,j)
shapeu_dmat(2,2*j) = bee(2,j)
shapeu_dmat(3,2*j-1) = bee(2,j)
shapeu_dmat(3,2*j) = bee(1,j)
END DO shapeudmat

! Mechanical Shape Function Derivative

kuu = kuu + detjac*MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapeu_dmat),elas_mat),shapeu_dmat)
END DO gausspoints
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hkmuu = kuu
RETURN
END FUNCTION hkmuu
!-- ################################# --!
FUNCTION hkmuv(mec_dof,elec_dof,piezo_mat,coord,d_xz,wv_no)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: mec_dof,elec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: piezo_mat(2,3)
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(4,2)
! Element Coordinates
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: d_xz
! Element Size
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: wv_no
! Wave Number for Trigonometric Shape Function
INTEGER :: ip,i,j,k
REAL(iwp) :: eta,xi,etam,etap,xim,xip,detjac
REAL(iwp) :: cos1,cos2,cos3,sin1,sin2,sin3,x_mid,z_mid,trig,dtrig_xi,dtrig_eta
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(9) :: abscissae,weight
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(81,2) :: points
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,4) :: der,bee,shapev_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,2) :: jac,invjac
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(3,8) :: shapeu_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(mec_dof,elec_dof) :: kuv,kmuv
kuv = 0.0_iwp
x_mid = coord(1,1) + d_xz; z_mid = coord(1,2) + d_xz
abscissae(1) = 0.0000000000000000; weight(1) = 0.3302393550012598 ! 9-Point Gauss Quadrature
abscissae(2) = -0.8360311073266358; weight(2) = 0.180648160694857
abscissae(3) = 0.8360311073266358; weight(3) = 0.180648160694857
abscissae(4) = -0.9681602395076261; weight(4) = 0.0812743883615744
abscissae(5) = 0.9681602395076261; weight(5) = 0.0812743883615744
abscissae(6) = -0.3242534234038089; weight(6) = 0.3123470770400029
abscissae(7) = 0.3242534234038089; weight(7) = 0.3123470770400029
abscissae(8) = -0.6133714327005904; weight(8) = 0.2606106964029354
abscissae(9) = 0.6133714327005904; weight(9) = 0.2606106964029354
DO i = 1,9
DO j = 1,9
points(i*j,1) = abscissae(i);
points(i*j,2) = abscissae(j);
END DO
END DO
gausspoints: DO ip = 1,81
! Numerical Integration
xi = points(ip,1); eta = points(ip,2)
etam = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-eta); etap = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+eta); xim = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-xi); xip =
0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+xi)
cos1 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*x_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*xi) )
cos2 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*z_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*eta) )
cos3 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid+z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi+eta)) )
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cos4 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid-z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi-eta)) )
sin1 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*x_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*xi) )
sin2 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*z_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*eta) )
sin3 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid+z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi+eta)) )
sin4 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid-z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi-eta)) )
trig = 0.0_iwp; dtrig_xi = 0.0_iwp; d_trig_eta = 0.0_iwp
DO k = 1,wv_no
trig = cos1+sin1+cos2+sin2+cos3+sin3+cos4+sin4
dtrig_xi = (2*pi*wv_no)*(-sin1+cos1-sin3+cos3-sin4+cos4)
dtrig_eta = (2*pi*wv_no)*(-sin2+cos2-sin3+cos3+sin4-cos4)
END DO
der(1,1) = -etam*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_xi; der(1,2) = -etap*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_xi
der(1,3) = etap*trig + 4.0_iwp*xip*etap*dtrig_xi; der(1,4) = etam*trig + 4.0_iwp*xip*etam*dtrig_xi
der(2,1) = -xim*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_eta; der(2,2) = xim*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_eta
der(2,3) = xip*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_eta; der(2,4) = -xip*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_eta
jac = MATMUL(der,coord)
detjac = jac(1,1)*jac(2,2) - jac(1,2)*jac(2,1)
invjac(1,1) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(2,2); invjac(2,2) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,1)
invjac(1,2) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2); invjac(2,1) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2)
bee = MATMUL(invjac,der)
shapeu_dmat = 0.0_iwp
shapeudmat: DO j = 1,4
shapeu_dmat(1,2*j-1) = bee(1,j)
shapeu_dmat(2,2*j) = bee(2,j)
shapeu_dmat(3,2*j-1) = bee(2,j)
shapeu_dmat(3,2*j) = bee(1,j)
END DO shapeudmat
shapev_dmat = bee

! Mechanical Shape Function Derivative

! Electric Shape Function Derivative

kuv = kuv + detjac*MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapeu_dmat),TRANSPOSE(piezo_mat)),shapev_dmat)
END DO gausspoints
hkmuv = kuv
RETURN
END FUNCTION hkmuv
!-- ################################# --!
FUNCTION hkmvv(elec_dof,diel_mat,coord,d_xz,wv_no)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: elec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: diel_mat(2,2)
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(4,2)
! Element Coordinates
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: d_xz
! Element Size
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INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: wv_no
! Wave Number for Trigonometric Shape Function
INTEGER :: ip,i,j,k
REAL(iwp) :: eta,xi,etam,etap,xim,xip,detjac
REAL(iwp) :: cos1,cos2,cos3,sin1,sin2,sin3,x_mid,z_mid,trig,dtrig_xi,dtrig_eta
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(9) :: abscissae,weight
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(81,2) :: points
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,4) :: der,bee,shapev_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(2,2) :: jac,invjac
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(elec_dof,elec_dof) :: kvv,kmvv
kvv = 0.0_iwp
x_mid = coord(1,1) + d_xz; z_mid = coord(1,2) + d_xz
abscissae(1) = 0.0000000000000000; weight(1) = 0.3302393550012598 ! 9-Point Gauss Quadrature
abscissae(2) = -0.8360311073266358; weight(2) = 0.180648160694857
abscissae(3) = 0.8360311073266358; weight(3) = 0.180648160694857
abscissae(4) = -0.9681602395076261; weight(4) = 0.0812743883615744
abscissae(5) = 0.9681602395076261; weight(5) = 0.0812743883615744
abscissae(6) = -0.3242534234038089; weight(6) = 0.3123470770400029
abscissae(7) = 0.3242534234038089; weight(7) = 0.3123470770400029
abscissae(8) = -0.6133714327005904; weight(8) = 0.2606106964029354
abscissae(9) = 0.6133714327005904; weight(9) = 0.2606106964029354
DO i = 1,9
DO j = 1,9
points(i*j,1) = abscissae(i);
points(i*j,2) = abscissae(j);
END DO
END DO
gausspoints: DO ip = 1,81
! Numerical Integration
xi = points(ip,1); eta = points(ip,2)
etam = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-eta); etap = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+eta); xim = 0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp-xi); xip =
0.25_iwp*(1.0_iwp+xi)
cos1 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*x_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*xi) )
cos2 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*z_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*eta) )
cos3 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid+z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi+eta)) )
cos4 = cos( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid-z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi-eta)) )
sin1 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*x_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*xi) )
sin2 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*z_mid)/d_xz + (2*pi*wv_no*eta) )
sin3 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid+z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi+eta)) )
sin4 = sin( (4*pi*wv_no*(x_mid-z_mid)/d_xz) + (2*pi*wv_no*(xi-eta)) )
trig = 0.0_iwp; dtrig_xi = 0.0_iwp; d_trig_eta = 0.0_iwp
DO k = 1,wv_no
trig = cos1+sin1+cos2+sin2+cos3+sin3+cos4+sin4
dtrig_xi = (2*pi*wv_no)*(-sin1+cos1-sin3+cos3-sin4+cos4)
dtrig_eta = (2*pi*wv_no)*(-sin2+cos2-sin3+cos3+sin4-cos4)
END DO
der(1,1) = -etam*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_xi; der(1,2) = -etap*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_xi
der(1,3) = etap*trig + 4.0_iwp*xip*etap*dtrig_xi; der(1,4) = etam*trig + 4.0_iwp*xip*etam*dtrig_xi
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der(2,1) = -xim*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_eta; der(2,2) = xim*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_eta
der(2,3) = xip*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etap*dtrig_eta; der(2,4) = -xip*trig + 4.0_iwp*xim*etam*dtrig_eta
jac = MATMUL(der,coord)
detjac = jac(1,1)*jac(2,2) - jac(1,2)*jac(2,1)
invjac(1,1) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(2,2); invjac(2,2) = (1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,1)
invjac(1,2) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2); invjac(2,1) = -(1.0_iwp/detjac)*jac(1,2)
bee = MATMUL(invjac,der)
shapev_dmat = bee

! Electric Shape Function Derivative

kvv = kvv + detjac*MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapev_dmat),diel_mat),shapev_dmat)
END DO gausspoints
hkmvv = kvv
RETURN
END FUNCTION hkmvv
!-- RUNGE KUTTA 4TH ORDER --!
SUBROUTINE rk4(u,v,nn,ne,nod_fix,nod_grd,t1,t2,vel,mm,kuu,kuv,ep,xt,vt,et)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: u,v,nn,ne,nod_fix,nod_grd,nod_volt
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: t1,t2,vel
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: mm(u,u),kuu(u,u),kuv(u,v),ep
REAL(iwp),INTENT(OUT) :: xt(nn),vt(nn),et(nn)
REAL(iwp) :: dt
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(nn) :: dx1,dx2,dx3,dx4,dv1,dv2,dv3,dv4,da1,da2,da3,da4
INTEGER :: i
dt = t2 - t1; dx1 = xt; dv1 = vt
da1 = accel(kuu,kuv,dx1,ep,invmass,u,v,nn,ne)
dx2 = xt + dv1*(dt/2.0_iwp); dv2 = vt + da1*(dt/2.0_iwp)
da2 = accel(kuu,kuv,dx2,ep,invmass,u,v,nn,ne)
dx3 = xt + dv2*(dt/2.0_iwp); dv3 = vt + da2*(dt/2.0_iwp)
da3 = accel(kuu,kuv,dx3,ep,invmass,u,v,nn,ne)
dx4 = xt + dv3*(dt); dv4 = vt + da3*(dt)
da4 = accel(kuu,kuv,dx4,ep,invmass,u,v,nn,ne)
xt = xt + (dt/6.0_iwp)*(dv1 + 2.0_iwp*(dv2 + dv3) + dv4)
vt = vt + (dt/6.0_iwp)*(da1 + 2.0_iwp*(da2 + da3) + da4)
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE rk4
END MODULE FEM2
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FORTRAN 1-D FEM Module

MODULE FEM1
CONTAINS

!-- MASS MATRIX (LUMPED) --!
FUNCTION mmuu(mec_dof,rho,h_beam,w_beam,coord)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: mec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: rho
! Material Density
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(2,1)
! Element Coordinates
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: h_beam,w_beam
! Element Area
INTEGER :: i
REAL(iwp) :: el_size
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(mec_dof,mec_dof) :: mm,mmuu
mm = 0.0_iwp
el_size = coord(2,1)-coord(1,1)
DO i = 1,mec_dof
mm(i,i) = mm(i,i) + (0.5_iwp*rho*h_beam*w_beam*el_size)
END DO
mmuu = mm
END FUNCTION mmuu

!-- STIFFNESS MATRICES (STANDARD FEM) --!
FUNCTION kmuu(mec_dof,elas_mat,h_beam,w_beam,coord)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: mec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: elas_mat
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(2,1)
! Element Coordinates
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: h_beam,w_beam
! Element Area
REAL(iwp) :: el_size
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(1,2) :: shapeu_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(mec_dof,mec_dof) :: kuu,kmuu
el_size = coord(2,1)-coord(1,1)
shapeu_dmat(1,1) = -1.0_iwp/(el_size); shapeu_dmat(1,2) = 1.0_iwp/(el_size)
kuu = el_size*w_beam*h_beam*elas_mat*MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapeu_dmat),shapeu_dmat)
kmuu = kuu
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END FUNCTION kmuu
!-- ################################# --!
FUNCTION kmuv(mec_dof,elec_dof,piezo_mat,h_beam,w_beam,coord)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: mec_dof,elec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: piezo_mat
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(2,1)
! Element Coordinates
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: h_beam,w_beam
! Element Area
REAL(iwp) :: el_size
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(1,2) :: shapeu_dmat,shapev_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(mec_dof,elec_dof) :: kuv,kmuv
el_size = coord(2,1)-coord(1,1)
shapeu_dmat(1,1) = -1.0_iwp/(el_size); shapeu_dmat(1,2) = 1.0_iwp/(el_size)
shapev_dmat(1,1) = -1.0_iwp/(el_size); shapev_dmat(1,2) = 1.0_iwp/(el_size)
kuv = el_size*w_beam*h_beam*piezo_mat*MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapeu_dmat),shapev_dmat)
kmuv = kuv
END FUNCTION kmuv
!-- ################################# --!
FUNCTION kmvv(elec_dof,diel_mat,h_beam,w_beam,coord)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: elec_dof
! Output Array Size
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: diel_mat
! Material Tensor
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: coord(2,1)
! Element Coordinates
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: h_beam,w_beam
! Element Area
REAL(iwp) :: el_size
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(1,2) :: shapev_dmat
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(elec_dof,elec_dof) :: kvv,kmvv
el_size = coord(2,1)-coord(1,1)
shapev_dmat(1,1) = -1.0_iwp/(el_size); shapev_dmat(1,2) = 1.0_iwp/(el_size)
kvv = el_size*w_beam*h_beam*diel_mat*MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(shapev_dmat),shapev_dmat)
kmvv = kvv
END FUNCTION kmvv

!-- RUNGE KUTTA 4TH ORDER --!
SUBROUTINE RK4(u,v,nn,ne,nod_fix,nod_grd,t1,t2,vel,mm,kuu,kuv,xt,vt,et)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
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INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: u,v,nn,ne,nod_fix,nod_grd
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: t1,t2,vel
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: mm(u,u),kuu(u,u),kuv(u,v),xt(nn),vt(nn)
REAL(iwp),INTENT(OUT) :: xtnew(nn),vtnew(nn)
REAL(iwp) :: dt
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(nn) :: dx1,dx2,dx3,dx4,dv1,dv2,dv3,dv4,da1,da2,da3,da4
INTEGER :: i
dt = t2 - t1; dx1 = xt; dv1 = vt
da1 = dv1-dx1
dx2 = xt + dv1*(dt/2.0_iwp); dv2 = vt + da1*(dt/2.0_iwp)
da2 = dv2-dx2
dx3 = xt + dv2*(dt/2.0_iwp); dv3 = vt + da2*(dt/2.0_iwp)
da3 = dv3-dx3
dx4 = xt + dv3*(dt); dv4 = vt + da3*(dt)
da4 = dv4-dx4
xtnew = xt + (dt/6.0_iwp)*(dv1 + 2.0_iwp*(dv2 + dv3) + dv4)
vtnew = vt + (dt/6.0_iwp)*(da1 + 2.0_iwp*(da2 + da3) + da4)
END SUBROUTINE

!-- CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD --!
SUBROUTINE PCG(u,v,nn,ne,kvv,pc,kuv,x,nod_con,ept)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: iwp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: u,v,nn,ne
INTEGER,INTENT(OUT) :: final_iter
REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN) :: kvv(v,v,ne),kuv(u,v,ne),x(nn),nod_con(ne,2),diag_pc(nn)
REAL(iwp),INTENT(OUT) :: ept(nn)
REAL(iwp) :: alpha,beta,it_error,tol
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(nn) :: ep,q,b,r,z,p,kep,epnew,rnew,znew,pnew
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(v) :: sv
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(v,v) :: km2
REAL(iwp),DIMENSION(u,v) :: km1
INTEGER :: iter,i,j
ep = 0.0_iwp
loads: DO j = 1,ne
sv = nod_con(j,:)
km1 = kuv(:,:,i)
km2 = kvv(:,:,i)
r(sv) = q(sv) - MATMUL(km1,x(sv)) - MATMUL(km2,ep(sv))
END DO loads
z = diag_pc*r; p = z
iter = 0; tol = 1.0e-6_iwp
iteration: DO
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iter = iter + 1
stiffmatrix: DO i = 1,ne
sv = nod_con(i,:)
km2 = kvv(:,:,i)
kep(sv) = kep(sv) + MATMUL(km2,p(sv))
END DO stiffmatrix
alpha = DOT_PRODUCT(r,z) / DOT_PRODUCT(p,q)
epnew = ep + alpha*p
rnew = r - alpha*kep
znew = diag_pc*rnew
beta = DOT_PRODUCT(znew,rnew) / DOT_PRODUCT(z,r)
pnew = znew + beta*p
it_error = MAXVAL(ABS(epnew-ep)) / MAXVAL(ABS(epnew))
IF (it_error<=tol) EXIT
ep = epnew; r = rnew; z = znew; p = pnew
END iteration
ept = epnew
final_iter = iter
END SUBROUTINE PCG
!-- ######################### --!
END MODULE FEM1
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